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Piezoelectric semiconductors have drawn significant attention in recent decades due to their unique
physical properties. The coupling of piezoelectric and semiconductive effects allow possibilities
to tune the electric potential in the material. Evidently, by mechanical loading, the charge flow
of the circuit is adjustable. This effect is named as piezotronics effect and brings possibilities
in producing new devices, such as light-emitting diode and new mechanically tuned field-effect
transistors. Among all the piezotronic materials, ZnO is regarded as the most prominent one,
due to its highest piezoelectric coefficient, high abundance of Zn, and a mature production of
nanostructures.
However, the understanding of grain boundary potential barriers of ZnO is insufficient because
the physical mechanism for barrier development and its modification by external influence
factors are complex. It has been shown that the barrier height can be significantly modulated
by mechanically induced piezoelectric charge. Consequently, this makes ZnO-ZnO interfaces
advanced piezotronic systems because the conductivity can be controlled by mechanical stress.
Using this effect in applications, however, needs the possibility of tailoring the interfaces and an
accurate physical description of the piezoelectric impact. For this purpose, reliable models are
strongly desired. In order to understand the physical principles of the coupling effect specifically
at the double Schottky barrier and making better use of it, a classical phenomenological model
has been improved, and a finite element (FE) model has been developed.
An extended phenomenological model is proposed to rationalize the potential barriers of the
varistor like boundaries for piezoelectric semiconductors. Comparing to other phenomenological
models, the model developed in this work self-consistently takes the internal electric field effect
near the grain boundary into account. The effect is originated from the double Schottky barrier
at a grain boundary, which gives rise to a strong internal electric field in the depletion layer. Due
to the inverse piezoelectric effect, this electric field leads to mechanical strain and, consequently,
piezoelectric charge at a grain boundary, and more importantly, an additional space charge
associated with the polarization inhomogeneity. The piezoelectric charges, in return, impacts
the barrier height. Results show that the piezoelectric charge induced by the internal field tends
to adjust the grain boundary charge and lowers the barrier height. Moreover, the barrier height
becomes less sensitive to mechanical stress and applied voltage if the influence of the internal field
xiii
is taken into account. The extended model with the inverse piezoelectric effect of the internal
field allows elucidating their piezotronic response further. The work improves the barrier height
theory of piezoelectric ceramics and enriches the study of the piezoelectrics and other junction
devices.
Furthermore, an electromechanically coupled finite element model is developed in this work.
Due to the full coupling effect, the model requires few prior assumptions on the charge distribution,
enables multi-dimensional simulations of multigrain, and allows access to quantities such as the
charge, energy, and electric field distributions. Moreover, the FE model inherently includes inverse
piezoelectric and anisotropy effect, which are shown to have a significant impact on barrier
height. Additionally, it is illustrated that this model can be used for advanced 3D microstructure
simulations taking the complexity of the interface properties into account.
Fully coupled electromechanical finite element simulations have also been carried out to study
the varistor behaviour under bias voltage and mechanical loading. Thereby the quasi-Fermi
energies are taken into account, bringing more physical foundations into the model. Comparing
to the phenomenological model, the FE model demonstrates that the breakdown is highly related
to the gradient of the band structure and the strong shrink of the barrier height. Hence, the finite
element model conveys a more insightful understanding of how the piezoelectric varistor works.
Both the modified phenomenological and finite element models proposed in this work demon-
strate that considering the internal electric field reduces the barrier height and increases the
current. It implies that if the internal electric field induced GB polarization charge and the
polarization charge density in the screening layer is regarded, the determined grain boundary
trap charge densities are expected to be higher than those obtained by the previous models.
With the proposed models, systematic parameter studies have been carried out in the end
to study the influence of mechanical loading on the grain boundary barrier height and varistor
features. The obtained data were used to train a Neural Networks model to make the parameter-
property relation accessible to a broad community. The knowledge achieved in the thesis is not
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1 Introduction
Piezoelectric semiconductive materials have recently drawn considerable research attention. Due
to the piezoelectric effect, the charge status at the interface of the piezotronics can be tuned.
Thus the band structures at the interfaces have the possibility to be modified, and the charge
flux can be controlled. The devices which use this mechanism is termed as piezotronics. The
research group of Zhong Lin Wang[1] firstly defined the term piezotronics in 2007. From then on
new application concepts prospered in the research field such as piezotronics nanogenerators,
piezoelectric FETs and strain sensors.[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
The wurtzite structure materials possess piezoelectric property since they have a non-central
symmetry. Many III-V binary compounds are of this type of structures and, at the same time, have
semiconductivity, which makes them naturally the candidates for piezotronic materials. These
materials include, for example, ZnO, GaN, and InN[7].
Of all the piezotronic materials, most of the research concentrates on ZnO due to its high
piezoelectric coefficient, high electron mobility, and easy fabrication of the nanostructures. The
configurations of the ZnO nanostructures are in a broad range such as ZnO film, bridge, nanowire,
nanorod, and nanobelt.[8] The study of ZnO can be date back almost 90 years ago. In 1935,
Bunn initiated the ZnO study by measuring the lattice parameter [9]. In 1966 the vibrational
properties were studied by Damen et al. with Raman scattering technique [10]. In 1970, a ZnO
thin film was firstly produced by Ohnishi et al. with chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [11].
The metal-semiconductor contact (single Schottky contact) aroused the research interest due
to the critical role it plays in the devices such as transparent thin-film transistors, lasers, and high
electron mobility transistors.[12] In 1965, the pioneering work of the single Schottky contact
was conducted by Mead. The band bending, charge transfer, and the formation of the barrier are
demonstrated in his study [13]. The research focus of the semiconductor-metal contact has been
transferred from the GaN to ZnO in the last three decades since the abundance of Zn is much
higher than Ga, and the nanostructure of Zn is easy to produce. Besides that, the ZnO crystal
growth, doping, and device design have been considerably developed in the past decades. Large
research intention on ZnO was however, initiated in 2006 by the group of Zhong-Lin Wang. By
using the mechanism of metal-semiconductor contact, they proposed the concept of two devices:
nanogenerator[14] and piezoelectric field effect transistor[15], which opened up new ways of
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producing energy gathering devices and force/pressure sensors.
The energy barrier does not only exist at the single but also the double Schottky contact
(semiconductor-semiconductor contact). It is expected that understanding the energy barrier at
the grain boundary is essential in the various applications of multigrain ZnO crystal. In 1976, J.
Wong and F.P. Bundy studied the influence of pressure on the varistor behaviour of the multigrain
ZnO[16]. In their research, it is demonstrated that the conductivity can be significantly increased
when increasing the external loading. Since ZnO is a piezoelectric material, this naturally aroused
the question: how does the grain boundary play a role in the I-V curve. Emtage[17] declared that
the electrons trapped inside the intergranular material create a barrier height, which hinders the
electron transportation. He further claimed that the breakdown is caused by the completion of
the trap states, and the piezoelectric charge in the ZnO grain can alter the barrier height. Due to
the existence and the capability of modifying the barrier height at grain boundaries, the bulk ZnO
material has the potential to be used in the pressure sensor devices [18, 19, 20, 21]. It is reported
that the gauge factor can reach 800 which is much higher than conventional sensors.[22, 23].
The double Schottky barrier devices possess superior physical performance since the energy
barrier at the grain boundary can be almost entirely eliminated at ZnO-ZnO interfaces [24, 25]
(86% reported so far), which is far exceeding regular Schottky barriers in modifiability (usually
decreased by only a few meV). [26, 27, 28]. This capability of large barrier height modification
allows a much higher ON/OFF ratio than the single Schottky contact device in the field-effect
transistor applications [29].
In a polycrystal varistor, the energy barriers are connected in series and parallel. Thus, such
materials demand higher operating voltages. The bicrystal structure is a special case of the double
Schottky barrier system. The solo energy barrier at the grain boundary can reach the operating
voltage down to 0.1 V while achieving the ON/OFF of 27 [25]. Hence, as a basic element of the
polycrystalline piezotronic devices and the high potential new type of applications, understanding
the working mechanism of bicrystal is necessary.
Due to the defects or intentionally doping with elements such as Bi or Pr in the GBs [30, 31, 32,
33], the defect energy states can capture electrons. Because of the electro-neutrality condition,
an electron-depleted space charge layer evolves, thus generating a potential barrier. In order to
describe the influence of the trap states on the barrier height, Blatter and Greuter [34, 35, 30]
developed a self-consistent model system for calculating the barrier height depending on the
externally applied voltage. In this model, the calculations for the barrier height and the GB trap
charge are mutually coupled to one another.
Specifically, when the barrier height is lowered, the trap charge density grows, as more defect
states fall below the Fermi-Level. However, the extra charges at the GB lead to the inhibition
of further barrier height reduction until the GB trap states are fully filled, which leads to a fast
breakdown of the potential barrier. If the applied voltage is further increased, then hot electrons
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and holes are generated. [36] These holes then diffuse back to the GB and compensate for the
negative charges at the GB, thus accelerating the breakdown.
The self-consistent system and hot electron theory result in an accurate description of varistor
behavior. Due to the thermal expansion of the constituents and the thermal expansion mismatch
between phases, Verghese and Clarke [37] introduced stress loading to the barrier height cal-
culations, which provides extra piezoelectric charges at the GB. Baraki et al. [20] showed a
phenomenological model that takes both self-consistent calculation and external loading into
consideration.
Due to the large barrier height and narrowness of the depletion region, a high internal electric
field generates in this region. This field induces its mechanical stress due to the inverse piezoelectric
effect, consequently, generates additional polarization and alter charge distributions. This inverse
electric field thus has an impact on barrier height, which hasn’t been considered in the classical
phenomenological works.
Besides the advantages of the phenomenological model, such as saving computational resources,
this model relies on several approximations. Consequently, the results from the phenomenological
model are distorted in certain aspects comparing to realistic situations. Since it is too complex to
have an analytical solution without using approximations, it is necessary to consider a numerical
solution. Of all the possible options, the FE method has significant advantages, for instance,
extending the simulation into 3D to account for real microstructures becomes feasible.
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a comprehensive phenomenological and finite
element (FE) model. For the phenomenological model, we discussed the internal electric field in
the depletion region, which changes both the surface charge at the grain boundary and the space
charge in the depletion region. Consequently, its impact on the grain boundary barrier height
cannot be ignored. Therefore based on the research done by Baraki [20], in this work, the inverse
piezoelectric effect was included self-consistently in the phenomenological model. The proposed
FE model covers drift and diffusion of the charge carriers, generation, recombination process, and
mechanics. In this way, the advantages of the FE method can be carried out. For example, in 3D
calculations, the piezoelectric anisotropy is perfectly considered; the transportation details on the
nanoscale can be illustrated, and a more accurate varistor I-V behaviour can be produced. Hence
the FE model plays a significant role in more comprehensively understanding the mechanisms of
transport behaviour.
The structure of the thesis is outlined in the following.
In chapter 2, the physical nature of why ZnO is typically used as an n-type semiconductor is
demonstrated. It then followed the introduction of the possible ZnO crystal structures.
Chapter 3 introduces the theories which are needed to build the model. These theories in-
clude electrostatics, mechanics, piezoelectric, semiconductor physics, and the structure of grain
boundaries.
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Chapter 4 introduces the method to calculate the band energy profile and barrier height with
the phenomenological equations. Comparing to other classical phenomenological models, in this
chapter, the importance of the internal electric field in the depletion region is demonstrated. We
show how to incorporate this field in the model.
Chapter 5 build the FE framework for stress-barrier height relations. It is compared with the
phenomenological model mentioned in chapter 4 and showed its advantages in random grain
orientations and multigrain calculations.
Chapter 6 gives the varistor FE framework, which includes the stress and bias voltage influence
on the barrier height and flux. It firstly demonstrated the nanoscale details of the band structure
under external bias voltage, thereby increases the understanding of the physical phenomenons in
the varistor device.
Chapter 7 uses the neural networks studying the FE results. In this way, one can avoid the
time-consuming FE calculation, thus achieving accurate barrier height and flux results more
conveniently.
4
2 Basics of ZnO
ZnO has a wide direct bandgap (Eg) of around 3.2 eV at 300 K. At such a bandgap, the recombina-
tion of electrons and holes can produce ultraviolet radiation. GaN, another leading semiconductor
which has a similar bandgap of 3.4 eV at 300 K, can also be used to generate ultraviolet light.
However, it is not easy to produce high-quality large bulk single crystals comparing to ZnO. The
synthesis methods of ZnO are various, including PVD, CVD, hydrothermal, and pressurized melt
growth [38].
Except for growing large crystal bulk, ZnO can also be grown as the morphologies of nanorods
and nanowire arrays. Vayssieres reported that by implementing aqueous solutions, a large scale,
low-cost nanorods, and nanowires could be fabricated. Besides, by using this method, the scale of
the product can be varied from nano to micro crystallites [39]. Another popular ZnO nanowire
synthesis method is PVD. Kong et al. [40] reported that they achieved a diameter of around 60
nm and the length up to a few micrometers. Also, a more intense UV light emission was observed
than in bulk ZnO due to fewer defects with this method.
Epitaxial ZnO thin films are also heavily studied [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Its applications cover
many fields, including varistors, transparent conductive electrodes for solar cells, piezoelectric
devices, and gas sensors.
Extensive studies have been carried out to fabricate p-type ZnO, which can be formed on
an n-type ZnO to produce ZnO diode. It is reported by Aoki et al. [46] that the excimer-laser
pulse technique can be implemented to dope p-type ZnO. Ryu et al. doped arsenic (As) into
ZnO with pulsed laser ablation to create p-type ZnO [41, 42]. Notwithstanding the above, the
reproducibility of p-type ZnO remains controversial [47]. Hence, producing the high conductive
p-type ZnO is a major issue for its implementations.
ZnO possesses other outstanding physical properties, which include pyroelectricity [48, 38, 49,
50], and magnetic properties if transition metals are doped [51]. Consequently, high electron
mobility, thermal conductivity, direct wide bandgap and large exciton binding energy, plenty of
electronic and photonic devices are innovated, such as transparent thin-film transistors, photode-
tectors, light-emitting diodes, and optically pumped lasers.
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2.1 N-type nature of ZnO
To illustrate why ZnO is difficult to form into a p-type semiconductor, the self-compensation
mechanism needs to be introduced. The semiconductor crystals possess intrinsic defects such as
vacancies, interstitial defects, or more complicated AX or DX centers. The formation of different
kinds of ionized defects is dependent on the defect creation enthalpies. For example, when a type
of acceptor is introduced into the semiconductor, and the Fermi energy is above the acceptor energy,
the electrons fill the acceptor states and, at the same time, releases energy. This released energy
can contribute to generating the intrinsic defects (contribute to the defect creation enthalpies), for
instance, oxygen vacancies, which happens to be mostly donors. Thus, introducing the acceptor
type dopant turns out to trigger the generation of the donor type intrinsic defect, which in the
end makes the semiconductor n-type.
C.H. Park et al. [52] studied the p-type doping difficulties in ZnO. They considered the dopants
from group-I elements Li, Na, and K and group-V elements N, P, and As, which are all served as
donors. Once these dopants are introduced, the atomic structure will have relaxation by cutting
and reconnecting the bonds, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Lattice relaxation of ZnO with p-type doping by introducing the group-I (a) or
group-V elements (b). [52]
In Fig. 2.1, the solid triangle, and square in (a) and (b) represent the impurities from group-I
and group-V, respectively. For the group-I impurities in (a), the relaxation causes the formation of
the bonding between oxygen atoms, leaving the double broken bonds for zinc atoms, and thus
providing donor type defects. Group-V impurities in (b) have a similar mechanism. Instead of
building the bonds between oxygen atoms, the relaxation leads to the bonding formation between
the impurities and the oxygen atom. Consequently, the double broken bonds are formed.
Hence, it is not easy to form a p-type ZnO since the self-compensation convert acceptors into
deep donors. Nevertheless, there are chances for the p-type doping, such as using N.
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2.2 Structures of ZnO
Same as the II-VI binary compound semiconductors, the most commonly seen ZnO has hexagonal
wurtzite crystal structure since it is the thermodynamically stable phase at ambient conditions.
The wurtzite crystal has no inversion symmetry, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.2, in which Zn is shown
in yellow and O in grey. The zinc and oxygen each forms a close-packed hexagonal-close-packed
(hcp) sublattice and interpenetrating with each other. Due to the sp3 covalent bonding, every
zinc atom is surrounded by four oxygen tetrahedron, and vice versa, as also shown in Fig. 2.3c.
The lattice parameter has the relation of c/a =
√
8/3 = 1.633. The crystal is symmetric about the
c-axis, which is normal to the x-y isotropy plane; hence it has 6mm symmetry.
Apart from the wurtzite structure, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.3, ZnO could have two
other crystal structures: zinc blende (ZnS) and rocksalt (NaCl). Both the zinc blende and wurtzite
have one kind of atom connected by another four kinds of atoms. However, the zinc blende has a
cubic structure while the wurtzite has a hexagonal structure. The difference can be seen from the
top views in Fig. 2.3. Unlike in the wurtzite structure, the zinc and oxygen do not overlap on
top of each other in zinc blende. In other thermodynamical conditions, these two structures can
be fabricated; for example, the external hydrostatic pressure facilitates the formation of rocksalt
ZnO structure.
Figure 2.2: Stickball model for hexagonal structure ZnO, in which Zn is shown in
yellow and O in gray balls. The zinc and oxygen each forms a close-
packed hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) sublattice and interpenetrates with
each other [53].
ZnO is often used as a varistor material, which exhibits non-linear current-voltage behavior
owing to the potential barriers existing at the grain boundaries. [55, 56, 57] Due to the continuing
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Figure 2.3: Three different structures of ZnO crystals. In ambient conditions, the wurtzite
structure is most stable [54].
miniaturization of electrical networks, the research on varistor materials is still a very active field
[58, 59, 60]. Other applications are possible to produce due to the different morphologies of
ZnO. As mentioned above, high quality and strongly textured ZnO thin films can be deposited
via PVD. The thin film can be applied in bio-sensing and microfluidic applications [61]. Since
p-type ZnO is the main obstacle in achieving ZnO diode, He et al. reported a single ZnO nanowire
device served as piezoelectric diodes [62]. Another recent popular device that uses piezoelectric
properties of ZnO is nanogenerators [14, 63, 64]. The nanogenerator is composed of nanowire
arrays and bending them separate the charges across the nanowire, thus generate a potential
difference. By forming n-ZnO and p-GaN diode, Yang et al. [65, 66] developed an enhanced light
emission by exploiting the piezo-phototronic effect. Besides the advantage mentioned before,
ZnO is also resistive to high-energy radiation, which can create acceptors and donors, making it
superior in space utilizations [67].
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3 Theoretical background
Due to the piezoelectric-semiconductive nature of ZnO and the coupling effect, the fundamental
theories about electrostatics, mechanics, piezoelectrics, and semiconductors are introduced in
section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. The fundamental physics in semiconductor and the classical
double Schottky barrier models are introduced.
3.1 Electrostatics
The Maxwell equations provide a continuum description of the electromagnetic theory. Even
though the transport behavior involves the time variation of potential (or electric field), this study
deals with steady situations. Therefore, the electrodynamic effect can be neglected, and the
magnetic effect does not act in the framework.








in which the Latin indice i for 3D run over the range of 1− 3; q′ is the amount of the charge; ri is
the position of the electric field; r′i is the location of the point charge, and ε0 is the permittivity.





















where the comma in a subscript denotes spatial differentiation, for example, Ei,i = ∂Ei/∂xi in
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which xi is the ith Cartesian coordinate direction. The Einstein summation convention is used for
the repeated indices. In the above expression, the part regarding the divergence of the position is,
ri,i − r′i,i
|ri − r′i|3
= 4πδ(|ri − r′i|) (3.1.4)




|ri−r′i|3 can be restructured as (
ei,i
|Ri|2 ) where ei is the unit radial vector and Ri = ri− r
′
i.


















2 sin θ dθ dφ = 4π (3.1.5)
where dσ =
∣∣∣∂R∂θ × ∂R∂φ ∣∣∣ dθ dφ





is 4π over the volume including |Ri| = 0, but it is zero ∀|Ri| > 0;
this implies that it is equivalent to 4πδ(|Ri|).






ρ(r′i) δ(|ri − r′i|) d3r′i (3.1.6)
Owing to the integral property of the Dirac function, the divergence of the electric field finally
is expressed as,
Ei,i(ri) = ρ(ri)/ε0 (3.1.7)
Since the electric field is the negative gradient of electric potential, the Gauss law can also be
expressed as,
φ,ii(ri) = −ρ(ri)/ε0 (3.1.8)
In fact, for the case of linear dielectrics, Eq. 3.1.8 is equivalent to:
Di,i = ρfree (3.1.9)
in which Di is the electric displacement and ρfree denotes free charge density.
Since the electric displacement is expressed as:
Di = ε0Ei + Pi (3.1.10)
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where Pi is the polarization. Taking the divergence, one has,
Di,i = ε0Ei,i + Pi,i (3.1.11)
where Pi,i = −ρbound, and ρ = ρfree + ρbound. Hence Eq. 3.1.8 and Eq. 3.1.9 are equivalent.
The permittivity demonstrates above is applied for an isotropic material. For the transversely









If neglecting the spontaneous polarization, due to piezoelectricity, the polarization Pi is linearly
proportional to strain Smn:
Pi = eimnSmn (3.1.13)
The piezoelectric tensor eimn is transformed to the matrix form eij by the Voigt notation mn->j,




0 0 0 0 e15 0
0 0 0 e15 0 0




The solid materials are constructed by atoms or molecules that are separated by space. If one
examines on the microscopic level, the solid materials exist defects such as interstitial, vacancies,
dislocations, GBs, and even Cracks. These defects may affect the continuity of physical properties.
However, for simplicity, certain physical phenomena can be modeled regarding the material as a
continuum, which means the matter of the content is continuously distributed in the material
volume. The continuum can be studied by dividing the body into infinitesimal elements which
contain the properties of its collection.
3.2.1 Displacement and strain
A continuum body creates displacement when its configuration κ changes. The displacement has
two components, rigid-body displacement and deformation. The initial configuration is denoted
as κ0(B) and the current one is represented as κt(B). It is often convenient to define a reference
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configuration in which all the other configurations are referenced from and frequently the initial
configuration κ0(B) is selected.
In the Lagrangian description, the position and physical properties are evolving with time.
Usually, the referential configuration is set at t = 0. The motion of the continuum body is described
by the mapping function χ(·) from the initial configuration κ0(B) to the current configuration
κt(B).
The current position xi at time t is described by the mapping function as,
xi = χ(Xi, t), (3.2.1)
in which Xi represents the initial position and t is the current time. Hence, the displacement ui
can be defined as:
ui = xi −Xi. (3.2.2)








in which δij is the Kronekcer delta.
The strain is a measurement of the relative displacement between the particles in the body,
which ignores the rigid body movements. Hence, to know the change of the relative distance
between the two adjacent particles for the undeformed and deformed states is essential to calculate
the strain. The square of the distance of the neighbouring particles is:






The square of the distance between two adjacent particles in the undeformed body is:
dL2 = dXidXi = dXidXjδij. (3.2.5)
Taking the difference between the two above equations, one has:








dXidXj = (FkiFkj − δij) dXidXj. (3.2.6)
Using Eq. 3.2.2 to replace xi with ui +Xi gives:













dXidXj = 2EijdXidXj, (3.2.7)
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For adequately small displacements ( ∂ui
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where Sij is the Cauchy strain tensor. In this work, the discussion of the strain is limited to the
infinitesimal strain framework since the strain applied in this work is less than 0.12%.
3.2.2 Stress and balance principles
The forces in the continuum mechanics are acting on the particles in the body. These forces
include surface traction acting on the boundary and body force acting in the interior of the body.
The traction and body forces are defined for the unit area and volume, respectively. For the
sub-volume K and its edge ∂K from the body B, based on Newton’s second law, the forces and









where ρ is the density, ti is the traction, and fi is the body force.
In continuum mechanics, the second order Cauchy stress tensor σij is utilized to describe the
stress states for a particle in the body K . The traction force tj can then be calculated from the
stress tensor σij and the surface normal vector ni as:
tj (ni) = σijni. (3.2.11)
Ignoring the inertial contribution and applying the divergence theorem, Eq. 3.2.10 is rewritten
as: ∫
K
(σij,j + fi) dv = 0. (3.2.12)
Since the above equation is valid for any arbitrary volume K in B, it holds for any local
balance:
σij,j + fi = 0 in B. (3.2.13)
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At the equilibrium state, the summation of the moment is zero for any volume K . Hence the
symmetry for the stress tensor holds:
σij = σji. (3.2.14)
The Hooke’s law applies for the linear elastic material as:
σij = cijklSkl, (3.2.15)
where cijkl is the elastic tensor. ZnO, as a hexagonal wurtzite structure, has transverse isotropy.





c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c11 c13 0 0 0
c13 c13 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0







The piezoelectricity can be either generated in crystals or molecular groups. In the crystal
structures, this physical phenomenon is a linear electromechanical interaction. This property
needs the crystalline material to have no inversion symmetry, which means the point group of the
structure does not contain an inversion center, and it is non-centrosymmetric. Among all the 32
point groups, there are 21 non-centrosymmetric, and 20 of them have direct piezoelectricity (the
exception is the cubic crystal system 433 since the piezoelectric charges cancel each other along
<111> axes). When the piezoelectric crystal is under mechanical loading or thermal expansion
(extraction), the positive and negative charge center deviated from each other. Therefore the
electric dipole moments are formed. The dipole moment density, i.e., polarization P has a unit of
C/m2 and is used to characterize the intensity of the piezoelectric effect. Since the deformation
of the crystal lattice is linearly corresponding to polarization, the polarization is also linearly
proportional to strain and stress. This also demonstrates that the reversible process exists since
the electric fields cause the deviation of the lattice, which initiates polarization.
The conversion between the electric signal andmaterial deformation of the piezoelectric material
make many application possible, for example, ultrasonic sound waves production, detection
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generation of high voltages, and controlling movements in microscopic scales.
3.4 Physics in semiconductors
In this section, the basics of semiconductors and the calculations regarding the charge densities,
the generation and recombination of electrons and holes, and the Fermi level are introduced.
3.4.1 General introduction to semiconductors
A semiconductor has a conductivity between metal and insulator. While in metal, the dominant
charge carriers are electrons, in the semiconductor, there is an additional type of charge carrier,
i.e., holes. They are generated when the electrons hop from the valance band to other energy
states. The typical single element semiconductors are from the carbon group, for instance, silicon
and germanium. A straightforward law to form compound semiconductors is the combination of
the elements from Group III and Group V, and the combination of Group IIB and Group VI, for
example, gallium arsenide, and zinc oxide.
Intrinsic semiconductors are the types without doping. The pure semiconductors are not useful
due to the low conductivity. On the other hand, the impurity-doped semiconductors are widely
applied in modern electronic devices since the electrical properties can be adjusted. By doping
pentavalent or trivalent elements, additional electrons and holes are provided; hence the n and
p-type semiconductors are formed. P and n-type semiconductors and the combination of them,
which forms heterojunctions are the cornerstones of the electric devices. The typical elements of
the electric devices are junction diode, transistors, MOSFET etc.
The semiconductors have several properties that other materials do not possess. For example,
the resistance is different in one direction than another; the resistance is sensitive to light and
heat. Usually, in the intrinsic semiconductors, if the electrons are excited (typically by thermal
excitation) from valance band to conduction, the holes are generated in the valance band. Thus
an electron-hole pair is produced. When an electric field is applied, the electrons and holes are
moving toward opposite directions, which is called an ambipolar diffusion. The emergence of
electron and hole pairs is termed as "generation", while "recombination" is an opposite process,
which leads to the pairs annihilation. During the recombination process, the energies are released
as thermal, optical energies, or excitation of other electrons. Naturally, the reverse process that
the electrons are excited by the photons could cause electron-hole pair generation is also possible.
Therefore, many applications are allowed due to the possibility of modifying the semiconductor
electrical properties. For instance, the semiconductors are widely applied in energy conversion,
sensors, switching, and light emissions.












Figure 3.1: (a) Free electron energy with respect to wavevector; (b) Electron energy versus
wavevector in a monatomic linear lattice with lattice constant a. The energy
gap Eg is associated with the first Bragg reflection at k = ±π/a; other gaps lie
at k = ±nπ/a. [68]
wave packets disperse in space. Dispersion relationship is a relationship between wavelength
(λ) or wavenumber (k) with frequency (ω), which is denoted as ω(k). Since energy is linearly
proportional to frequency according to de Broglie relations, the dispersion relationship is also
generally expressed by ε(k) where ε is energy. The first simple model describing the dispersion
relationship is the free electron gas model, which outlines charge carrier behaviour in metallic
solid. The free-electron gases are the electron gases which obey the Pauli principle, and the
interactions between the electrons are neglected. The model uses periodic boundary conditions;
therefore, it generates a plane wave function (for the electrons). When the plane wave function is
combined with the Schrödinger equation, the dispersion relation is solved out, as shown in Fig.
3.1(a).
Nearly free electron model expands the free electron model. The new model includes the
important fact that Bragg reflection for wave propagation is an intrinsic property in the lattice,
and the reflection is the origin of the energy gap. The direction of the wave functions which
match the Bragg reflection condition is reversed to the opposite direction. Unlike a normal wave,
a standing wave stays the same and does not propagate. Some standing wave functions give
lower energy states while others provide higher energy states. The energy levels which no state
exist is the energy gap, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. [69].
The allowed energy band characterises different electrical properties of materials. The insulator
has the allowed energy bands either fully filled or totally empty. Thus no electrons can flow. The
electrons fill the energy states of the metal for 10% to 90%. For semimetals or semiconductors,
the bands are almost entirely filled or nearly empty. Thus the conductance of semiconductors is
very limited.
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The electrons in the crystal have some other remarkable properties, for instance, the effective
massm∗. An effective electron mass could be less or more than the electron mass, or even negative.
It is an essential property since it describes the response of the electron to the electric field directly.
3.4.2 Charge carriers of non-degenerate semiconductors
In this section, the charge carrier concentration calculations for the non-degenerate semiconductors
are introduced. The simplified calculation can significantly reduce the computational cost.
If the intrinsic semiconductor case is considered, the electrons densities which occupied the




N(E )F (E )dE (3.4.1)
in which the N(E ) is the density of states near the bottom of the conduction band, and F(E ) is
Fermi-Dirac distribution, which represents the amount of the occupation of the density of states
and is defined as:
F (E ) =
1
1 + exp [(E − EF ) /kT ] (3.4.2)
where EF is the Fermi energy level.










where NC is the effective density of states in the conduction band, EC is the bottom of the
conduction band energy and F1/2 is the Fermi-Dirac integral.







≡ F1/2 (ηF ) =
∫ ∞
EC
[(E − EC) /kT ]1/2







1 + exp (η − ηF )dη
(3.4.4)
It could be calculated that when ηF < −1, the Fermi-Dirac integral is very close to exponential
function (√π/2) exp (ηF ). As a result, if Ef is lower than EC − kT , the Fermi-Dirac integral





















Figure 3.2: The left-hand side shows the recombination of electron and holes with energy
release. The middle illustrates the generation process, which is reverse to
recombination. The right-hand side one reveals recombination for an indirect
bandgap material.
non-degenerate semiconductors. Therefore, Eq. 3.4.1 is turned into:






The same applies for holes:






where p is electron density and NV is the effective density of states in the valence band.
3.4.3 Generation and recombination
When a semiconductor system is not under thermal-equilibrium condition, for instance, pn = n2i ,
the system tries to restore the equilibrium (pn = n2i ) by generation and recombination process
of electrons and holes. The generation happens when pn < n2i and recombination occurs when
pn > n2i . Fig. 3.2 illustrates generation and recombination process. In the recombination process,
the electrons on the conduction band transit to the valance band, thus release energy. The energy
can mainly be transferred into two forms, the first is that it is radiated as light, the second
is the energy can be acquired by the electrons on the conduction band again and transit to a
higher energy or, the holes transit to a deeper level. The generation is exactly the reverse process
of recombination that the energy used to generate electron and hole pairs can be gained by
radiation or the transition of electrons or holes from a higher energy level. Fig. 3.2 demonstrates
a band-to-band transition, which is for the direct-bandgap semiconductors. The recombination
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rate is defined as:
Re = Recpn (3.4.7)





Therefore, Rec is temperature and material dependent. Normally a direct-bandgap semiconduc-
tor has a much higher recombination rate than indirect-bandgap semiconductor. If the system is
in equilibrium pn = n2i , then no new electron-hole pairs are generated or recombined (Re = Gth).
When it is in the non-equilibrium system, and the excess charge carriers (Δp or Δn) are low
amount, the net transition U for an n-type semiconductor is defined:




≈ RecΔpND ≡ Δp
τp
(3.4.9)










For the indirect-bandgap semiconductors, it is more energy favorable that the recombination
and generation occur via bulk traps, which has the density Nt and energy level Et shown in Fig.
3.2. The net transition rate can be calculated with the Shockley-Read-Hall law [71, 72, 73]:
U =















in which σn and σp are the electron and hole capture cross-sections, respectively. It can be noticed
that the net transition rate reaches its maximum when Et = Ei, indicating that through the trap
in the middle of the band, the transition is most efficient. If only consider the trap states in the
middle, Eq. 3.4.12 is rewritten to:
U =
σnσpvthNt (pn− n2i )
σn (n+ ni) + σp (p+ ni)
(3.4.13)
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which is exactly the net transition rate using in the FE model in this dissertation.
3.4.4 Calculation of Fermi level
For an intrinsic semiconductor, the Fermi level lies very close to the middle of the bandgap. The
charge densities have the relation n = p = ni, where ni is intrinsic carrier concentration. Once
the impurities are doped into the material, in order to keep the electrically neutral state, the total
amount of negative charges which contains n and N−A need to be the same as positive charges
which contain p and N−D . The ionized donor density is: [74]
N+D =
ND
1 + gD exp [(EF − ED) /kT ] (3.4.14)
in which gD is the ground-state degeneracy of the donor impurity level. Since a donor energy
level can contain one electron with two spin states (or empty), the gD equals to 2.
The ionized acceptor densities have a similar expression:
N−A =
NA
1 + gA exp [(EA − EF ) /kT ] (3.4.15)
where gA is the ground state degeneracy level for acceptors. In this scenario, gA has a value of 4
because each acceptor energy level can contain 2 hole spin states and this energy level is doubly
degenerated at the wave vector k = 0.




If one considers a n-type semiconductor which has N−A ≈ 0, then:
n = N+D + p
≈ N+D
(3.4.17)







1 + 2 exp [(EF − ED) /kT ] (3.4.18)
Therefore, the Fermi level EF can be determined by knowing ND, ED, NC , and T . For a bicrystal
which has barrier height at the GB, Eq. 3.4.18 is applied in the bulk far away from GB. Note that
this calculation is valid for non-degenerate semiconductors.
Fig. 3.3 illustrates the amount of electron and ionized donors vary with the Fermi energy under
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Figure 3.3: Electron and ionized donor density against Fermi energy, with the data from
Table 4.1.
a variety of temperatures. The charge neutrality rule determines the Fermi level, which is the
cross-section of electron and ionized donor curves under each temperature. With decreasing the
temperature, the Fermi level increases while the charge density decreases, which is as expected
that lower temperatures are leading to fewer electrons jumping from the donor energy level to
the conduction band. If the temperature decreases approaching 0 K, due to degeneracy, Eq. 3.4.5
is not applicable anymore. However, it can be inferred that at 0K, no electron hopping to the
conduction band, and the Fermi level lies between ED and EC . The same applies to the p-type
semiconductor by p ≈ N+A , which can determine the Fermi level and the number of holes and
ionized acceptors.
3.5 Grain boundary
Grain boundaries are the interfaces between two grains. It is a type of 2D defects, and the
most straightforward boundaries are tilt and twist GBs. A tilt GB has the rotation axis parallel
to the boundary plane, while the rotation axis of a twist GB is perpendicular to the boundary
plane. The GBs can be categorized by misorientation. The properties of the GBs are critical to
nowadays electronic devices whose performance-based on polycrystalline materials since the
atomic structures of GBs significantly affect the electrons transportation. A less than 15 degrees
misorientation is called low-angle GBs, and those who are more than 15 degrees are high-angle
GBs. The low-angle GBs are formed of a pile of dislocations, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.4 and
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the properties of these GBs are a function of the misorientation angles. The properties for the
high-angle GBs, however, is typically independent of the misorientation angle.
Figure 3.4: Demonstration of low angle GB. The vertical surface in the middle is the GB
which is composed of several dislocations and distorted lattices.
The high-angle GBs are more disordered than the low-angles one. Previously, they were thought
to be some form of amorphous structures. With the development of electron microscopy, new
studies proved that the high-angle GBs are composed of structural units (examples are shown in
Table 3.1), which is dependent on the macroscopic degrees of freedom, for instance, tilt, rotation,
interface [75, 76]. The description of the structural units is related to the concept of coincidence
site lattice (CSL) theory.
The CSL theory describes the repeated units that are composed of the points which are shared
by two misorientated lattices. Hence these units are called primitive coincidence site cells. The
parameters which depict the degrees of coincidence is the degree of fit (Σ). Σ is the reciprocal
of the ratio between the points that are shared by the two lattices and the total points on the
boundary. For example, Σ = 3 means there are 1/3 of the points shared by the two interface
latices together. Since more coincidence sites produce lower energy, high Σ implies a high energy
boundary. Some low-Σ have unique properties such as the coherent twin boundaries (Σ3); Σ1 GB
implies a low-angle GB, and the distortion is wholly composed of dislocations.
In Fig. 3.5 (a) and (c), a clear repeated 6684 unit structure is found along the ZnO GB. This
demonstrates that the structural units are the fundamental bricks of GB, but not amorphous
structures.
The atomic structures in Fig. 3.5, 3.4 and Table 3.1 all demonstrates that either high or low
angle GBs can have dangling bonds, which are regarded as defects and can trap electrons inside
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Core structure Name Core structure Name 
Table 3.1: Boundary structure units of Σ13. The left and right columns are 27.8◦ and 32.2◦
[0001] tilt GB.[77]
Figure 3.5: Atomic structure of Σ13 GB of ZnO hexagonal structure. (a) A periodic atom
model of 6684 unit structure; (b) the corresponding simulated image; (c) high
resolution TEM image for 27.8◦ tilt GB. This unit structure clearly shows the
dangling bonds. [77]
the GB. The GB can also trap dopant or other impurities atoms, which can promote the formation
of dopant-like and acceptors-like defects. For example, Bi and Pr promote the formation of
acceptor like defects, such as Zn-vacancy VZn and Oxygen-interstitial Oi[78, 79]. The change of
the electrical states at GB has an effect on the electric field; thus, the electric potential can be
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altered.
3.6 Classical double Schottky barrier height models
In this section, three classical double Schottky barrier height models are introduced. The model
by Blatter and Greuter includes the consistency of the trap charge density and the barrier height.
Verghese and Clarke took the piezoelectricity into the calculation. However, he neglected the
consistency created by Blatter and Greuter. Raschid Baraki combined them both and made a
relatively comprehensive model for the piezotronics.
3.6.1 Model by Blatter and Greuter
Blatter and Greuter [34, 35, 30] developed a self-consistent barrier height model that considers
the intricate coupling between the trap charge density QI and the barrier height ΦB at GBs using
the density of states theory. They assumed a charge density distribution, which has the form as
shown in Eq. 3.6.1:
ρ(x) = qN0 [H(x+ xl)−H(x− xr)] +QIδ(x) (3.6.1)
whereH and δ are the Heaviside function and the Delta function; q = |q| is the elementary charge,
N0 is the ionized donor density and QI the surface trap charge density; the coordinate x lies
perpendicular to the GB and has its origin at the GB; the to-be-determined xl and xr are the
left and right edge of the ionized donors, which are also the limits for the depletion region. The
distribution of Eq. 3.6.1 is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6b, which has a box shape[35]. Another type
of charge distribution assumption is the superposition of the ionized donor charge boxes, which is
also given by Blatter and Greuter[34]. In the latter assumption, the temperature is not restricted
to 0 K.




max{x, 0} for x = 0, (3.6.2)
where max{x, 0} is the ramp function. The illustration of the function is shown in Fig. 3.6a. This
function is employed since it can mimic a real charge distribution in the depletion region at 0 K.
Besides, solving the analytical solution is straightforward with a simple assumption. [35]
To obtain the electrostatic solution, one applies the assumed charge distribution ρ(x) to the
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(a) Illustration of a Heaviside step function,
where the step lies at x = 0 [80].
GB
(− ) = 0 ( ) = 0
(b) Assumption of charge distributions for a
bicrystal at 0 K. N0 is the ionised donors.






with ε being the permittivity of bulk material and Φ = −φ since we let qΦ represent the energy of
the electrons. Considering the external applied voltage V the following boundary and interface
condition were assumed,
Φ(−∞) = Φ (−xl) = 0 and Φ(∞) = Φ (xr) = −V, (3.6.4)
Φ′(−xl) = Φ′(xr) = 0. (3.6.5)
Assuming the barrier height is φb at the interface x = 0 and using the continuity produces the









= −ΦB and Φ′
(
0−
)− Φ′ (0+) = QI/εs. (3.6.6)
Thus for −xl ≤ x ≤ 0,
dΦ(x)
dx





2 + A1x+B1, (3.6.8)
where A1, B1 and xl are to be determined. Hence with boundary conditions 3.6.4 and 3.6.5
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yields,





l + A1xl +B1 = 0, (3.6.10)
For 0 ≤ x ≤ xr,
dΦ(x)
dx





2 + A2x+B2, (3.6.12)
where A2, B2 and xr are to be determined. Applying again the boundary conditions 3.6.4 and
3.6.5, one has,





r + A1xr +B2 = −V, (3.6.14)
For x = 0, take the boundary condition 3.6.6
B1 = ΦB, (3.6.15)
B2 = ΦB, (3.6.16)
A1 − A2 = QI
εs
. (3.6.17)
Consequently, there are seven unknowns to be determined, A1, A2, B1, B2, xl, xr, ΦB and
seven equations including Eq. 3.6.9-3.6.10, Eq. 3.6.13-3.6.17. Hence, the barrier height, the







2, −xl ≤ x ≤ 0
γ0
2
(x− xr)2 − V, 0 ≤ x ≤ xr
(3.6.18)








































It is then apparent that if the external voltage V reaches Vc, then the barrier height drops to zero.
The trap charge density is governed by a self-consistent calculation. The amount of it is




D(E )F (E )dE , (3.6.23)












where q is the positive elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temper-
ature (K), and ξI(V ) is the quasi-Fermi level.
Blatter and Greuter [34] chose three distribution types of density of states D(E ) to model the
GB physics: the Delta distribution, Gaussian distribution and step distribution, which are defined
as,
Ddelta(E ) = Nt · δ (E − (EI + ΦB)) (3.6.26)
DGau(E ) = Nt exp
{
− [(E − EI − ΦB) /E gGau]2
}
(3.6.27)
Dbox(E ) = Nt [H (E − EI − φB + E gbox/2)−H (E − EI − φB − E gbox/2)] (3.6.28)
in which E gGau and E
g
box are the characteristic decay energies for the Gaussian and the box distribu-
tions.
3.6.2 The piezoelectric model by Verghese and Clarke
Verghese and Clarke have investigated the piezoelectric effect in the polycrystalline ZnO within a
stochastic framework. [81] They conducted the numerical simulation on the impact of thermal
stress in polycrystalline on the GB electrical characteristics on the macroscopic transport behaviour.
The results indicate that considering the statistical random distribution of grains leads to a decrease
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in nonlinearity in the I-V curve, comparing to the simple configuration, e.g., bicrystals.
The barrier heights mainly determine the GB electrical characteristics at the GBs. With consid-
ering expansion of the crystal constituents and the thermal expansion mismatch between phases,
Verghese introduced internal stresses in the calculation of barrier heights:
ΦB =
[−qNt + n · (Pl −Pr)]2
8qεsNd
(3.6.29)
in which Nt is the trap charge density, n is the GB normal vector; Pl and Pr are the polarisation
vectors for the left and right-hand side of the grains respectively. The polarisation can be expressed
by the the multiplication of the stress σ and piezoelectric coefficient d, i.e. P = dσ when
neglecting the spontaneous polarisation.
Verghese and Clarke focused on the stress distributions on the crystal boundaries and their
impact on the flux. Comparing to the work done by Blatter and Greuter, they neglected the
self-consistent effect and the effect of the flux on the barrier height. Nonetheless, they introduced
the idea on how to introduce the piezoelectric charges at the GB into the barrier height calculation.
3.6.3 The piezoelectric model of Baraki et al.
In order to study the varistor effect of polycrystalline ZnO crystal depending for different external
loadings, Baraki et al.[20] extended the phenomenological model from Blatter and Greuter by
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. (3.6.30)
where QP = n · (Pl −Pr), as in the paper from Verghese and Clarke.
The necessary components for the barrier height calculation, for instance, GB charge density
QI , GB trap charge DOS Ddelta, Fermi distribution f(E) and the quasi-Fermi energy ξI(V ) are the
same as defined in Blatter and Greuter’s work.
In the paper, the authors investigated ZnO polycrystals by testing the I-V behaviour with varying
external stresses and temperatures. They also applied the Richardson law Eq. 4.3.1 to compute
the flux,











However, this phenomenological equation which is developed for a bicrystal has difficulty in
fitting the experimental data. The experiment can hardly reveal the supposing linear relationship
between J/T 2 and 1/T . Hence, the authors suggested that the flux percolation process is uneven
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in the polycrystals since for some current paths, the GBs are less, and for some, the residual
stresses lower the barrier height.
These two kinds of paths are more preferred than the others, and the authors proposed that
the whole flux is combined by the fluxes from the easy current paths and the rest paths,









where S is a weight factor for the difficult path ways.
Hence, the polycrystal cannot be simply rationalized by a bicrystal phenomenological model.
K.A.Taylor et al.[82] used the finite element model to firstly calculate the stress distributions
along the GBs and then applied them in the GB resistivity calculation. He then used a nonlinear
circuit model and also successfully calculated the resistivity of the bulk.
The model proposed by Baraki et al.[20] and K.A.Taylor el al.[82] successfully depicts the effect
of the piezotronics, namely the varistor and piezoelectric effect. However, the internal electric
field aroused from the gradient of the potential profile in the depletion region is neglected. Due
to the inverse piezoelectric effect, this internal electric effect can change the strain, consequently
modifies the polarization. As a result, the polarization charge at the GB is modified, and even
space piezoelectric charge can be found in the depletion region.
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4 Impact of the internal electric field on the
barrier height
The GB is a structure that the crystals between the adjacent grains mismatch with each other.
Since this mismatch creates dislocations, dangling bonds and other interface defects, trap states
are created at the GB. Another way to create the trap states at the interface is to introduce
the dopant or impurity atoms that can act as donors or acceptors. In this work, we consider
the acceptor type of impurities. Consequently, semiconductor GB can trap electrons. When the
energies of the states are lower than the Fermi energy, the electrons fill these low energy states
and are trapped inside the GB. These electrons lead to a screening effect on the other electrons in
the depletion region, thus leaves a positively charged region. Hence, a space charge develops.
In this chapter, it will show that the trap charges can cause a strong internal electric field which
influences the polarization at the depletion region and needs to be taken into account in the
barrier height calculation model.
4.1 Formation of the internal electric field
A classical phenomenological model is developed by Blatter and Greuter [34, 35, 30] to calculate
the barrier height and flux of the bicrystal. However, in this model, the polarization charge is not
considered, as shown in Chapter 3.6.1.
In order to include the effect of the residual thermal stress between phases, Verghese and
Clarke [37] extended the above model by adding the thermal stress induced piezoelectric charge
QP at GB to the electrostatic calculation. Nevertheless, the trap charge density QI at GB was
assumed to be constant, which is demonstrated in Chapter 3.6.2.
In Chapter 3.6.3, it has shown that Baraki et al. [20] proposed a phenomenological model that
combined the two models. In his model, the interface charge is the superposition of polarization
charge and trap charge densities. With this set of systems, the piezotronic character can be
calculated phenomenologically. In the work of Verghese and Clarke [37] and Baraki et al. [20],
the piezoelectric charge is formulated merely from the direct piezoelectric effect, namely the
electric response of the material to the mechanical loading. The piezoelectric charge can be
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obtained from the superposition of the normal components of the piezoelectric polarization on





with σ, Y, e being the applied stress (positive for tension), the Young’s modulus, and the piezoelec-
tric constant.
However, the piezoelectric charge should not only result from the direct piezoelectric effect, but
also from the inverse piezoelectric effect, which refers to the mechanical response (e.g., strain) of
the material by the electric field. Kusaka et al. [83] used the effect of the inverse piezo effect to
explain the Schottky barrier height difference between two types of polar surfaces of II-VI and
III-V compounds, while Lagowski and Gatos [84] attributed the photomechanical effect of CdS to
the inverse piezo effect. In the study of more recent III-V or II-VI semiconductor junction devices,
there is, nevertheless, no explicit work for the impact of the inverse piezoelectric effect for double
Schottky contacts. There exist a few numerical studies [85] which include both the direct and the
inverse piezoelectricity. However, both direct and inverse piezoelectric effect should be taken into
account for ZnO varistor material and its piezotronic applications.
Due to the charges at the GB, a strong internal electric field can be expected, and it leads
to strain change through the inverse piezoelectric effect and the polarization charge density in
the depletion layer. This strain further modifies the polarization and thus leads to additional
piezoelectric charges at the GB and in the depletion layer. Thus, this should also be taken into
account self-consistently.
4.2 Modified phenomenological model (MPM)
It is necessary to define the grain orientations due to the anisotropy of the material. Hereafter,
head-to-head and tail-to-tail refer to the induced polarization direction for the bicrystal under
compressive stress. Note that the polarization charge due to the spontaneous polarization is
neglected, as it is usually done in the literature. [86] Thus, the piezoelectric charge is positive for
both the case of head-to-head under compression and the case of tail-to-tail under tension. For
the sake of simplicity and its importance to single-junction devices, a model with single GB, such
as tail-to-tail or head-to-head, is considered.
The stress loading σ in 1D is shown in Fig. 4.1, and its expression is given as,
σ = Y S + eE. (4.2.1)
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GB
Figure 4.1: Configuration of the bicrystal. The induced polarizations P by the external
loading σ align head-to-head with each other.








in which the first term on the right-hand side is the elastic contribution, while the second term
results from the inverse piezoelectric effect. Since the piezoelectric polarization is given by,
P = eS, (4.2.3)







(El − Er), (4.2.4)
where El, Er are the normal components of the electric field at GB in the left and the right grain,
respectively. The field El, Er should be self-consistently determined from the GB barrier height
and depend on the trap charges at GBs, mechanical loading and applied voltage. Equation (4.2.4)
demonstrates that the piezoelectric charge contains not only the direct piezoelectric contribution
2σe/Y , but also the inverse piezoelectric contribution e2(El − Er)/Y depending on the internal
electric field. It is worth to mention that this field is challenging to be detected from the external
field. Subsequently, it is difficult to determine the internal electric field experimentally.
Furthermore, the inverse piezo effect induces an additional space charge in the depletion layer.









with the two terms corresponding to the direct and the inverse piezo effect, respectively.
The stress is homogeneous, while the electric field E varies strongly. Hence, the polarization
varies almost linearly in the depletion layer. This inhomogeneity of the polarization leads to space
charge with density:































Figure 4.2: The 1D bicrystal configuration and the assumed charge distributions.
and also the space charge Eq. 4.2.6 in the depletion layer induced by the inverse piezoelectric
effect was considered. To obtain the barrier height at the GB, the configuration of the charge
distribution as assumed by Blatter and Greuter [34] will be modified accordingly. As shown in
Fig. 4.2, the interface charge at the GB Q̃I and the space charge Ñ0 in the depletion layer each
contains two contributions:
Q̃I = QI +QP (4.2.7)
qÑ0 = qN0 + ρp (4.2.8)
A Heavside step distribution of the space charge qÑ0 and a Dirac delta distribution of the
interface charge density Q̃I = QI +QP at GB are hence applied. In other words
ρ(x) = qÑ0 [H(x+ xl)−H(x− xr)] + Q̃Iδ(x) (4.2.9)
It should be, however, noted that the piezoelectric charge QP is related to the to-be-determined
internal electric field E via Eq. 4.2.4.








2 −xl ≤ x ≤ 0
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γ̃ (x+ x̃l) −xl ≤ x ≤ 0
γ̃ (x− x̃r) 0 ≤ x ≤ xr
(4.2.11)

































In the derivation of Eq. 4.2.11, it is assumed that the field in the depletion layer is linear, ρp
remains constant there, and thus Ñ0 is a constant. More exactly, one has ∇E = γ̃0 = qÑ0/ε and
then ρp = −e2qÑ0/Y ε from Eq. 4.2.6. Thus from Eq. 4.2.8,





In particular, f in expression 4.2.17 is a dimensionless coefficient based on Young’s modulus, the
dielectric and the piezoelectric constant. The term −fN0 in Eq. 4.2.16 is due to the space charge
associated with the inhomogeneous electric field. We now determine the electric field E, the
piezoelectric charge QP and the barrier height ΦB self-consistently. From Eq. 4.2.11 the electric
field at the GB reads,
El = γ̃0x̃l, (4.2.18)
Er = γ̃0x̃r. (4.2.19)
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Inserting Eq. 4.2.18 and 4.2.19 into Eq. 4.2.4, one can solve then the resulting equation with
respect to QP . It yields,
QP = (1− f) 2 σ
Y
e− f QI , (4.2.20)
The internal fieldsEl, Er can be expressed explicitly viaQI , σ, V after one replaces the last equation
into Eq. 4.2.18 and 4.2.19. As it will be discussed later, the trap charge QI can be formulated by
the barrier height using different trap charge density of states. It is evident that the piezoelectric
charge depends on the trap charge QI and the mechanical loading, but independent of the applied
voltage. The two terms in Eq. 4.2.20 associated with the dimensionless factor f are attributed to
the influence of the internal electric field. The first term indicates that the internal electric field
lowers the direct piezoelectric polarization by a factor of f . The second term implies that the
internal field induces additionally piezoelectric charge −fQI . In other words, it effectively lowers
the trap charge by a factor of f . In the case of n-type ZnO, the trap charge is usually negative,
thus the additional piezoelectric charge −fQI tends to increase the piezoelectric charge. Since
the factor f quadratically depends on the piezoelectric constant, this statement is valid for both
the tail-to-tail and the head-to-head configuration. From Eq. 4.2.20 and 4.2.7, one obtains
Q̃I = (1− f)(QI + 2σe/Y ). (4.2.21)
Thus from Eq. 4.2.10 the potential at the GB can be expressed by external mechanical loading














For the case with no applied potential, i.e. V = 0, Eq. 4.2.22 is reduced to





























Figure 4.3: Comparison of the barrier height in a bicrystal without mechanical loading.
The red dashed curve is for the case in which the internal electric field is con-
sidered, while the solid blue curve is for the instance in which the internal
electric field is ignored.
which are the results of the models by Verghese and Clarke [37] and Baraki et al. [20].
4.3 Result and discussion
An energy barrier distribution with no bias voltage is calculated for the case with (red dashed line)
and without (solid blue line) the impact of the inverse piezoelectric field. As Fig. 4.3 demonstrated,
it is apparent that the barrier height (negative of the potential) declines due to the influence of
the internal electric field.
The dimensionless factor f is non-trivial. Given the parameters of ZnO: Y = 2.11× 1011 N/m2,
e = 1.57 C/m2, and εs = 7.989×10−11 F/m, the factor f ≈ 0.128. The parameters are taken from
Table 5.1. Thus from Eq. 4.2.23 we expect if QI is constant the GB barrier value obtained from our
generalized model to be 87,2% of the result obtained by the model of Verghese and Clarke [37]
and Baraki et al. [20]. In other words, the internal electric field can lower the barrier by 12.8%.
This effect is shown in Fig. 4.4. Though ZnO, in reality, can not bare immense stress as shown
in Fig. 4.4 (the realistic stress range for ZnO is 250 MPa and is marked with grey), in order to
demonstrate the effect of factor f more clearly, an extensive stress range from -1000 MPa to 1500
MPa is computed.
The barrier height pinning happens, as shown in Fig. 4.4 in the stress range of -200 MPa to
700 MPa. This pinning effect takes place when the trap states are not fully filled [37, 20], which
will be demonstrated later. This effect also limits the internal electric field barrier lowering effect,
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Figure 4.4: Barrier height comparison for the modified and traditional phenomenological
model. The grey region denotes the realistic stress region. (The trap DOS is
Delta function in this case.)
which is compensated by filling the electrons in the trap state. When the stress is outside this
range, the trap states are either occupied (under compressive loading) or empty (under tensile
loading), and the barrier height is reduced due to the internal electric field. It is observed more
clearly from Fig. 4.5 that the barrier height is reduced for 12.8%, which is the value of factor f .
The barrier height at the compressive stress of 1000 MPa drops to zero since due to the entire
compensation by the trapped charge. It is worth to mention that the barrier height reduction can
not be totally compensated by the electron filling. Fig. 4.5 shows that the reduction effect still
exists in the pinning region, but reduces to less than 1%.
When the bias voltage V and the applied stress are taken into account simultaneously, the
influence of the internal electric field becomes more complex. In the following, specific examples
will be presented to demonstrate the impact of the internal electric field.
The barrier height of a head-to-head n-type ZnO bicrystal under compression is further investi-
gated. Fig. 4.6 shows the variation of the barrier height with respect to the applied compression,
calculated from Eq. 4.2.23. Note that the plateau region results from the self-consistent formula-
tion of the trap charge by the density of state theory in relation to the barrier height ΦB [37, 20]
which is shown in Chapter 3.6.1 in Eq. 3.6.23 to 3.6.25 and the trap DOS in Eq. 3.6.26 to 3.6.28.
The corresponding parameters from Baraki et al. [20] and from Blatter and Greuter [34] are
both applied, as listed in Table 4.1, where Nt is the effective trap density of states and EI is the
centre of the DOS distribution. The results on the impact of the inverse piezoelectric effect are
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Figure 4.5: This figure demonstrates how much does the internal electric field influence
the barrier height. The stresses from -200 MPa to 700 MPa are the range for
a not fully occupied trap states. Outside this range, the non-modified and the
modified barrier heights have a 12.8% difference, which is the value of factor
f . The grey region denotes the realistic stress region.
Table 4.1: Parameters for density of states D(E )
Parameters Baraki et al. [20] Blatter and Greuter [34]
T (K) 300 400
EI (eV) 2.02 2.0
Nt (1/cm2) 0.9e13 1.0e13
Ef (eV) 3.167 3.133
N0 (1/cm3) 1.13e18 1.0e18
A (A/cm2K2) 30 30
quite similar for both sets of parameters. For the following results, the parameters from Baraki et
al. [20] are used. From Fig. 4.6, one can see the general tendency of the barrier height reduction
with respect to the applied stress. The behavior can be explained by the fact that the piezoelectric
charge is positive and tends to counteract the negative trap charge. With increasing compression,
more trap charges are compensated, and thus the barrier decreases with increasing compression.
A comparison between the curves for the case with (f = 0.128) and without (f = 0) the influence
of the internal electric field shows two additional features. One is that the significant decrease of
the barrier height occurs at a lower level of compression if the influence of the internal electric
field is considered. The barrier height decreases considerably with increasing compressive stress
already at the critical stress around 120 MPa for the case of f = 0.128 and around 220 MPa for
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Figure 4.6: Barrier height variation against the applied stress under V = 0 V, for the case
with (f = 0.128) and without (f = 0) the influence of internal electric field.
Results are given for three distribution types of defect density of states.
the case f = 0. The other feature appears in the functional region beyond the drop of the barrier
height. The slope of the barrier height curves in this region becomes smaller if the influence of the
internal field is regarded. It implies that the internal field makes the barrier height less sensitive
to the applied stress. The same features are observed for all three distribution types of defect
density of states. In addition, the barrier height variation of the same head-to-head ZnO bicrystal
under the applied bias potential is studied by using Eq. 4.2.24. Fig. 4.7 demonstrates that with
increasing bias potential, the barrier height generally tends to be lowered correspondingly. The
decrement of the barrier height by the internal electric field has also been well demonstrated
for all three distributions of the defect density of states. Similar to what is observed with the
application of stress, two additional features should be noted. One is that the prominent drop of
voltage appears at much lower bias potential if the internal field is considered, i.e. f = 0.128. The
other is in the functional region the slope of the curves with f = 0.128 is slightly smaller than that
of the curves with f = 0. It indicates the decreased sensitivity of barrier height on the applied
voltage.
To compare the effects of the three DOS, the integrated GB defect state densities Nt are set
to be the same value for the three distributions. This guarantees that these three fully occupied
DOS will have the same charge density. The characteristic decay energies are E gGau = 0.15 eV and
E gbox = 0.5 eV. Combine Eq. 3.6.26,3.6.27,3.6.28 with Eq. 3.6.24 one can have the relation of trap
charge density and barrier height, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The comparison of these DOS suggest that
when the barrier height is below a certain value (0.8 eV for Gaussian and box DOS, 1.05 eV for
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Figure 4.7: Barrier height variation against the applied voltage under σ = 0 MPa, for the
case with (f = 0.128) and without (f = 0) the influence of internal electric field
. Results are given for three distribution types of defect density of states.
Figure 4.8: Delta, Gaussian and box shape of DOS inside the GB result in different reac-
tions for the trap charges to the barrier height.
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Figure 4.9: The demonstration of of the influence of the internal electric field with con-
sidering both bias potential and external loading. The calculation is studied
with delta distribution of trap DOS.
Delta shape DOS), the trap states for all the three types of DOS are fully occupied whereas above
a certain value (1.4 eV for Gaussian and box DOS, 1.15 eV for Delta shape DOS), the trap charges
vanish. In between these two values, the trap states are partly occupied, and one can observe
that the delta DOS have the sharpest slope and then follows Gaussian and box shape DOS.
As a consequence, in both stress variations in Fig. 4.6 and voltage variations in Fig. 4.7, the
transition of the sudden drop of the barrier height is more prominent for a sharper slope DOS
as shown in Fig. 4.8 than a smoother one. Also, one can notice that before the critical point in
Fig. 4.6, 4.7, the barrier height for a narrower DOS is higher than a wider DOS. This is because
there are more occupations for a narrower DOS under the same integrated GB trap state density.
After obtaining the barrier height and bias voltage, the current flowing through the bicrystal
material can then be calculated in two parts. The electron current emitting over the barrier height
ΦB(V ) is AT 2 exp (−ΦB(V )/kT ) into the positive bias part, where A is Richardson constant. The
second current which is flowing in the opposite direction is suppressed by the factor exp (−qV /kT ).
The combination of the two currents is determined as:











It can be noticed that the flux reaches the maximum A · T 2 when the barrier height is reduced
to zero, and the bias voltage is relatively high. The calculated flux is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
result illustrates that the larger external stress leads to higher flux. Since the internal electric
field lowers the barrier height, the flux calculated from MPM is greater than from PM. As the
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Figure 4.10: Flux comparison between PM and MPM. The MPM has a higher flux output
due to the lower barrier height compare to PM
difference of the barrier height is reduced when the load increases, which are demonstrated in
Fig. 4.9, the flux difference between the MPM and PM is reduced when increasing the loading.
With the logarithmic y-axis, for the low-stress states, the flux stays at a low number then starts to
increase dramatically. While for the high-stress states, the flux increases directly.
To summarise how the electrical property varies under different potential and external loadings,
the complete relation of the bias potential, compressive load and barrier height is studied using
Eq. 4.2.22. The result is plotted in Fig. 4.9. It is obviously seen that when increasing the external
loading, the plateau region becomes smaller. Thus the breakdown happens at a lower bias
potential. In this figure, it is also evident that at the same bias potential, the compressive loading
lowers the barrier height. Another effect is that when increasing the compressive loading, the
influence of the internal electric field becomes smaller. This is because, with a lower barrier height,
the internal electric field is smaller. Since the flux is exponentially dependent on the barrier height
(Eq. 4.3.1), a small variation of the barrier height results in a magnitude of change in flux. Hence,
the internal electric field increases the flux significantly.
In conclusion, we signified the influence of the internal electric field on barrier height of the
varistor like boundaries and therefore presented an extended phenomenological model of the
barrier height Eq. 4.2.22. It is shown that the influence of the electric field can be characterized by
a dimensionless coefficient f . The extended model is well reduced to the previous model [37, 20]
if f = 0. Results show that the piezoelectric charge induced by the internal field tends to alter the
GB charge and lowers the barrier height. If the extended model is implemented, the sensitivity of
barrier height on the mechanical loading decreases while on the bias voltage, it does not. We
believe that the inverse piezoelectric effect has a similar impact, independent of the model used
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for the trap charge at the GB.
The previous models [37, 20] have been widely used to fit the experimental data of barrier
heights with estimated parameters on GB charge densities. If our extended model is applied to fit
the same experimental data, the determined GB trap charge densities are expected to be higher
than those determined by the previous model. Moreover, the high gradient of the electric field
near the GB may lead to an additional impact on the strain via the reverse flexoelectric effect,
which can be an interesting topic in the future. Besides, The inverse piezoelectric effect can have
a general impact on the III-V or II-VI semiconductor junction devices, e.g. the thin GaN films,
AlGaN/AlN/GaN diodes, since they are also piezoelectric materials [87, 88]. Therefore, the
results of this work are not only limited to potential barriers at GBs of ZnO but also have practical
consequences on the study of other junction devices.
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5 Finite element investigation of external
loading influence on double Schottky
barriers
As stated in the previous chapter, the PM or MPM need several assumptions. For example, the box
shape charge distribution is only valid at 0 K; the potential at the left and right end of the box shape
charge distribution is assumed zero; the GB width for MPM is assumed to be zero, which is not the
case for a real bicrystal. These assumptions have a particular impact on the accuracy of the barrier
calculation. For a more accurate prediction, the fully coupled electromechanical finite element
model was developed in this work. Besides, FEM can expand to two or three dimensions, and
more complicated geometries are supported. In particular, FEM can demonstrate more physical
details, such as the distribution of different kinds of charge densities and polarisations.
5.1 Piezoelectric finite element model
A FE model is developed in which mechanics and electrostatics are coupled. To describe these
two properties, the classical equations for force balance and electrostatics are implemented as
governing equations:
σij,j = 0, (5.1.1)
Di,i = ρf , (5.1.2)
where σij and Di are the stress and electric displacement tensors respectively and ρf stands for
free charge densities. For the 3D case, the Latin indices (i, j, k,m, n) run from 1 to 3 to define the
three different directions in the Cartesian coordinate system. The comma in a subscript represents
spatial differentiation, e.g. σij,j = ∂σij/∂xj. The Einstein summation convention is adopted for
repeated indices.
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In conventional piezoelectric theory, the constitutive equations are formulated as:
σij = CijklSkl − enijEn, (5.1.3)
Dm = emklSkl + εmnEn, (5.1.4)
where Cijkl is the stiffness tensor, Skl is the strain tensor, enij is the piezoelectric tensor, and
En is the electric field vector, Dm and εmn are the electric displacement and dielectric tensors,
respectively.
The free charge density ρf in ZnO semiconductors consists of several components:
ρf = q(−n+ p+N+D −N−A −QI), (5.1.5)
where n, p, N+D and N−A , denote electrons, holes, ionized donors and ionized acceptors densities,
respectively. These four kinds of charges distribute spatially in the grains, whereas the volume
trap charge density QI is the integration of the occupied delta-shape DOS, which is confined
inside the GB (taken as 1 nm thick) and vanishes in the grain interior. The charge densities can
be expressed as:
n = NCexp(
Ef − EC + qφ
kT
), (5.1.6)
p = NV exp(
−Ef + EV − qφ
kT
), (5.1.7)
N+D = ZdNdtd, (5.1.8)




















In the above equations, φ is the electric potential. NC , NV are the effective density of states
(effective DOS). EC and EV are the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence
band energy. N+D and N−A are the ionized donor and acceptors. EA and ED are acceptor and
donor energy levels. Za and Zd are the acceptor and donor valences. Na is the acceptor impurity
concentration. ta and td are the fractions of ionized acceptors and donors. gD and gA are the
ground-state degeneracy factors of donor and acceptor impurities, respectively. The trap charge
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density QI takes the same form as defined in Eqs. (3.6.23-3.6.24).
As ZnO is a traditional n-type semiconductor, in order to fulfill the charge neutrality condition
inside the grain, the approximation:
n ≈ N+D , (5.1.13)
is employed to calculate the Fermi level.
Table 5.1: Parameters used in the FE simulations.
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
C11
1 2.10×1011 N/m2 e31 -0.36 C/m2 ED 3.19 eV
C12 1.21×1011 N/m2 e32 -0.36 C/m2 EA 0.15 eV
C13 1.05×1011 N/m2 e33 1.57 C/m2 zd 2 1
C21 1.21×1011 N/m2 e42 -0.36 C/m2 za 1
C22 2.10×1011 N/m2 e51 -0.36 C/m2 gd 2
C23 1.05×1011 N/m2 ε 7.98×10−11 F/m ga 4
C31 1.05×1011 N/m2 q 1.60×10−19 C NC 2.25×1024 m−3
C32 1.05×1011 N/m2 kB 1.38×10−23 J/K NV 4.43×1024 m−3
C33 2.11×1011 N/m2 T 300 K Nd 3 11.3×1023 m−3
C44 4.30×1010 N/m2 EF 3.16 eV Na 0 m−3
C55 1.05×1011 N/m2 EC 4 3.2 eV EI 2.02 eV
C66 4.45×1010 N/m2 EV 0 eV NI5 9×1025 m−3
The outlined piezoelectric model is numerically implemented using the finite element method
in the academic software FEAP[91]. In the simulation, the first order shape function is applied
due to memory saving and sufficient accuracy, and the degrees of freedom are potential and
displacements which have three components indicating three directions. The parameters used in
the simulation are listed in Table 5.1.
5.2 Head-to-head bicrystal under compression
The barrier height distribution for three different external compressive loads on a GB of head-
to-head configuration is depicted in Fig. 5.1. For the purposes of computational efficiency and
adequate physical interpretation resolutions, the dimensions and mesh size of the simulation
object are as follows. Each grain is a bar shape of 1 nm × 1 nm × 1000 nm, and the GB has a
1From C11 to e51, see ref. [89]
2From zd to ga, see ref. [70]
3From Nd to NI , see ref. [90]
4From EC to EA, see ref. [34]
5With the GB width of 1nm, NI is the volume charge density converted from the surface charge Nt, which is
9×1016 m−2.
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Figure 5.1: FE results for the band energy distribution under three compressive stress lev-
els (head-to-head induced polarization)
width of 1 nm. Inside the grain, the FEM mesh size is set as 1 nm × 1 nm × 1 nm, whereas in the
GB the size is 1 nm × 1 nm × 0.25 nm in order to increase the resolution within the GB in the
[0001] direction.
Compressive loading is imposed by traction boundary conditions on the left and right ends of
the sample, as shown in Fig. 5.3, and the values vary between 0 and -250 MPa. As for the potential,
the Dirichlet boundary condition is implemented on the two ends of the sample. Specifically,
σ(z)
∣∣












where −zl and zr are the coordinate of the left and right boundaries of the simulated sample,
respectively, as shown in Fig.5.3. For the other four surfaces, both the potential and displacements
have Neumann boundary conditions, and the gradient is zero. Having no mechanical constraint
means that these surfaces are free to move.
Fig. 5.1 depicts FE results for the band energy distribution for the external loading σ0 = 0, -100
MPa, -200 MPa. The barrier height falls with increasing compressive stress due to the increased
piezoelectric polarization. The reason for this is that, for the head-to-head configuration, the
polarization charge is positive at the GB and increases with the magnitude of the compressive
loading. Thus it compensates the negative trap charges at the GB and reduces the barrier height.
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Figure 5.2: FE results for the electric field distribution in the depletion layer.
GB
−z z
Figure 5.3: Configuration of the bicrystal. The external loadings are applied on the left
and right end −zl and zr.
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In the depletion region, the band energy or the potential has a second-order dependency with
respect to space. Therefore, the electric field shows a linear progression with distance from the
boundary, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.2. The reduction in the internal electric field with increasing
applied compression is due to the lowering of the barrier height.
In this paper, it is assumed that the dopants and charges are distributed homogeneously. From
the charge densities in Table. 5.1, it is estimated that, in the depletion region, the average distance
between each donor is 9.6 nm. For trap charges, the value is 2.23 nm, and for electrons, the value
is 7.63 nm. Fig. 5.8 shows that the length of the depletion region is around 100 nm. Since the
FEM resolves nanometer scale, it must be noted that, in reality, the band energy and electric field,
as shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, are not as continuous as in these two figures. Nevertheless, we
treat these quantities as continuous and smooth, since it is sufficient to capture the behavior of
the electrons and holes in the depletion region such that varistor behavior is depicted.
Figure 5.4: Barrier height calculation from FEM, MPM.
5.3 FEM results and comparisons with PM and MPM
The bar shape FE simulation considers the influence of anisotropy in all directions. Hence, for a
higher accuracy, the MPM could also take this effect into account. In the calculation, the bold
symbol denotes the matrix form of the physical quantities, and the superscript T signifies the
transpose of the matrix. In Fig. 5.4, the variation of the GB barrier height with respect to the
applied compressive stress is shown. The solid black line and blue dashed line describe the FEM
and MPM results, respectively. The three curves show a general decrease of barrier height with
the applied compressive stress.
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For the head-to-head configuration illustrated in Fig. 5.4, both the FE and MPM are conducted
self-consistently, and produces similar curves. It is evident that the barrier height from the MPM
is lower than the one from the PM due to the internal electric field. Last but not least, it can
be observed that the barrier height obtained from the FE piezoelectric model is lower than the
one from the MPM, the reasons for which will be shown later. For the tail-to-tail instance in Fig.
5.4, increasing the compressive stress leads to a gradual increase in the barrier height, which
is correlated with the strong pinning of the potential barrier. In this case, negative polarization
charges are induced however, a drastic increase in barrier height is prevented by electrons leaving
the interface while their energies are above the interface Fermi-level.
5.4 Differences between FEM and MPM
One big difference between the MPM and the FEM is the assumptions made when calculating φ.
In the MPM for the φ boundary conditions, we assume φ(−zl) = 0 and φ(zr) = 0, where the −zl
and zr are the edge of the assumed charge distribution which is defined in Fig. 4.2. In the FEM,
the boundary conditions for φ are only set at the crystal end. In fact, the positions where φ = 0
and Nd = 0 are quite close to each other, but not the same.
Another difference is that the FE model is implemented for T = 300 K, which generates a
trapezoidal shape of ionized donor distribution, as suggested in Fig 5.5. The FEM at T = 0 K is not
calculated since, at this temperature, ZnO is non-degenerate. For the MPM a box-like ionization
of donor distribution is assumed, which represents the case of T = 0 K. It is easy to calculate the
analytical solution for a box-shaped ionization donor, and it does not sacrifice too much accuracy.
However, it is one of the reasons that these two models do not produce the same result. In Fig. 5.5,
the amount of charges is almost the same for both models if one integrates the areas enclosed by
the distribution shape and the z-axis. For the FE model, the space charge region extends further in
a smooth curve. Thus, due to different temperatures, the trapezoidal charge distribution produces
a lower barrier height in comparison to a box-shape charge distribution.
It is also worth noting that the GB width is 1 nm for the FEM and 0 nm for the MPM. In Fig.
5.6 the influence of the GB width on the barrier height is studied. While altering the width, the
number of trap charges remains the same. Thus QI · l ·A = Q0I · l0 ·A, where QI and l are the trap
charge density and GB width, the superscript ’0’ denotes a datum value, and ’A’ is the flat area of
the GB. It is observed that a thinner GB width leads to a higher barrier height. The thin GB is also
one of the reasons that the barrier height from the MPM is higher than the one from the FEM.
Nevertheless, the MPM provides quick access to the barrier height and is convenient to apply.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of ionized donor density distributions which diverge from one
another for FEM and MPM. By increasing external loading, the width of both
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Figure 5.6: The influence of the GB width on the barrier height under different compres-
sive loading.
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Figure 5.7: Trap charge density variation with barrier height. For visualisation purposes,
the trap charge DOS is illustrated with a width rather than the delta function
used in this paper.
The higher barrier height observed at low-stress levels in Fig. 5.4 correlates to the highly non-
linear current-voltage behavior illustrated in Fig. 5.7 [35, 34, 19]. When applying compressive
stress (induction of positive polarization charges) or voltage to a ZnO-bicrystal, as shown in Fig.
4.2, the barrier height decreases and the energy level of the states at the GB EI , which is pinned
to EV , is shifted to lower energies. This decrease in EI leads to more free trap states moving below
the Fermi-Level and, subsequently, more electrons trapped inside the GB, which compensates
for the drop in the barrier height. Once the barrier height is low enough that the DOS is fully
occupied, there are no more states in the trap DOS to be filled with new electrons. Thus, the
barrier height begins to shrink drastically.
Once the trap charge density increases to maximum due to high stress, all the trap states at
the interface are occupied. For greater applied stresses, the barrier height depends only on the
induced polarization charge (Eq. (4.2.23)).
Fig. 5.8a illustrates the charge density distribution of electrons, holes, ionized donors, and
ionized acceptors at zero stress. The summation of these four charges is depicted in Fig. 5.8b
by the solid red line. Additionally, the piezoelectric charge and trap charge at the GB is also
illustrated. It should be noted that far away from the GB, the net charge density complies with
the charge neutrality rule, whereas near the GB, in the depletion area, the net charge is positive.
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Figure 5.8: Charge density distribution for zero external loading. (a) Charge density distri-
bution of ionized donors and acceptors, electrons and holes. (b) Distribution of






Figure 5.9: 3D illustration of the barrier height for different crystallographic orientations
and external loading conditions. -200 MPa and -100 MPa are shown exemplar-
ily.
According to the Poisson equation ∇E = ρ/ε, positive net charge leads to a positive electric
field slope. Since the net charge is positive in most parts of the depletion region, the electric field
has a positive slope, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.8a shows a trapezoid distribution of ionized donors and electrons. The donors are fully
ionized around 1000 nm and gradually decrease to a constant value, because the ionization is
determined by Ef + qφ− ED as shown in Eq. 5.1.11. When φ is zero, the amount of ionization is
constant, as shown outside of the depletion region. Close to the GB, φ slowly decreases (as the
barrier height increases), while the amount of ionized donors grows until it reaches a saturation
point (flat region of the trapeze). The same mechanism applies to electron densities. The profile
of ionized donors and electrons together forms a trapezoidal space charge distribution. As for the
MFM, since it is calculated at T=0 K, the Fermi-Dirac distribution becomes a standard step, which
suggests that below the Fermi energy the states are 100% occupied, while above it the occupation





Figure 5.10: Barrier height dependence on grain orientation. The orientation for the right
part of the bicrystal stays 0° while the left grain rotates anticlockwise from
the vertical axis from 0° to 180°. {eC−1}33 as the coefficient of σ is also illus-
trated.
5.6 Dependence of barrier height on grain orientation
In a polycrystal, the orientation of every single crystal is random. Assuming the same DOS exists
at the interfaces, the dependence of the barrier height on applied mechanical stress is different
for various angles from the head-to-head to the tail-to-tail configuration. In this section, different
crystal orientations and stresses are considered in the bicrystal system, and the barrier heights
are calculated with FEM. These barrier heights can be used as a data set for each GB in the
polycrystalline system. Using this data set, much higher accuracies can be obtained. Note, again,
that we assume no change in the trap DOS for the simulation. In real crystals, the situation is
more complex as the different orientation of the connecting crystals may also lead to a difference
in trap states.
As depicted in Fig. 5.9, it is defined in the paper that the directions of P1 and P2 are the direction
of [0001] for each crystal. P1 and P2 rotate in the plane and when θ1 and θ2 increases, the crystals
rotates anti-clockwise along the [1000] direction.
The results for different stress states are presented in Fig. 5.9. It is clear that except for the
global minimum at θ1 = 180° and θ2 = 0° (head-to-head), a second local minimum occurs at
θ1 = 60° and θ2 = 0° (or θ2 = 60° and θ1 = 0°). It is worthy of mention that when no external
loading is applied to the bicrystal, for different grain orientations, the barrier height varies from
1.09 eV to 1.11 eV, which results in a relatively flat surface.
Consider the example that the configuration where only the left grain rotates and the right
grain stays at 0°, as shown in Fig. 5.10. Since MPM is calculated for one dimensional, how to
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integrate the anisotropy into calculation becomes a problem. For the bicrystal, one can simplify
the QP calculation as QP = P1cosθ1 − P2cosθ2, where the θ1 and θ2 range from 0 to π. The QP
expression implies the polarization charge is the projection of the polarization onto the GB normal.
When the θ2 is fixed at zero, the right grain contributes positive polarization charge to the GB, if
compressive stress is applied. Meanwhile, when θ1 is between 0° and 90°, the left grain provides
negative charge to the GB and from 90° to 180° positive charge is supplied. When θ1 increases,
there is more positive polarization charge at the GB thus, the barrier height is lowered, as the
blue dashed line shows in Fig. 5.10. While this simplification is intuitive, the barrier height from
the FEM shows a different trend.
As the solid red curve in Fig. 5.10 shows, the barrier height first drops to a local minimum at 60°
and then rises again at 120°. After that, the barrier height drops again abruptly to the minimum
at 180°. The black dash-dotted line is illustrated to demonstrate why the result from the FEM
behaves so differently. This line is the element of the third column and third row in the matrix
QeC−1A−1, which is the matrix eC−1 rotated by an angle of θ1. Q is the traditional rotation
matrix and A is the matrix that rotates σ in Voigt notation. Details are given in the appendix 9.1.
In this manner, the anisotropy takes effect. This means that when the crystal is rotated, every
element in the eC−1 matrix takes part in the calculation of {eC−1}′33, where {eC−1}′ is the rotation
of eC−1. The {eC−1}′33 is positive when θ1 < 45° or 90° < θ1 < 135°. All other angles are negative.
When {eC−1}′33 is positive, the direct piezoelectric part {eC−1}′33σ3 is negative since σ3 is -200
MPa. Neglecting the inverse piezoelectric effect, this indicates that the left grain induces negative
charge at the GB. Vice versa, {eC−1}′33σ3 is positive when {eC−1}′33 is negative, hence positive
charge at the GB contributes to the reduction of the barrier height. Thus, the barrier height trend
follows {eC−1}′33.
If the {eC−1}′33 is implemented in the MPM, the green dotted line is obtained. It can be observed
that it shows a similar trend to the FEM result, though not as intense. The anisotropy effect for
FEM is stronger than MPM since in FEM the shear stresses and the electric field such as Ex and
Ey are taken into account, while for MPM these numbers are not achievable.
These comparisons indicate that neglecting the anisotropy in the eC−1 matrix leads to inaccurate
calculation of barrier height. Rotating the full matrix eC−1 is necessary when calculating the MPM.
In large scale calculations, e.g., polycrystalline cases, the orientation of the crystal is complicated
and has a true influence on the accuracy of the prediction of barrier height. In this case, the
anisotropy should be taken into account by using the barrier height data from the FEM.
This data set can be employed for the large scale network simulation of polycrystals, in order
to investigate the impact of the internal electric field on the mesoscopic electric and piezoresistive
properties.
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Figure 5.11: FE results for the electric potential distribution for a four-grain configuration
with tail-to-tail and head-to-head GBs.
5.7 Four-grain configuration
The microscopic FE model with spatially resolved GBs covers not only the impact of the internal
electric field self-consistently, but also allows access to the inhomogeneity of the barrier height
along the GB. In this section, a thin film containing four perfect grains, as depicted in Fig. 5.11 is
simulated. Here both head-to-head and tail-to-tail GBs are presented.
The dimensions of the four-grain sample are 50 nm in the y-direction and 2000 nm in the
z-direction. The contour plot, Fig. 5.11, compares the potential distribution in the sample without
loading and with a compressive loading of 200 MPa. With no external loading, the potential
from the two models is evenly distributed at around −1.1 V, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.12. Under
200 MPa of compressive stress, the results change considerably as shown in Fig. 5.12. Since the
compressive stress reduces the negative piezoelectric charge for the head-to-head configuration
at the GB, but increases the negative piezoelectric charge for the tail-to-tail configuration, the
potential from the two models rises on the left-hand side and decreases on the right. It can be
recognized that for the head-to-head GB, the potential height decreases significantly, while for the
tail-to-tail GB it hardly varies at all with the mechanical loading. The potential varies significantly
from the head-to-head to the tail-to-tail GB. Hence, the inhomogeneity of the barrier height across
the GB junction becomes apparent. The MPM yields a barrier height which is higher than the
FEM result along the GB. However, since the MPM is a 1D model, the barrier height is a single
dot which is expanded to a line or plane in 2D or 3D cases. Hence it is incapable of exhibiting
the homogeneity. We expect that a different potential distribution would have an impact on the
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Figure 5.12: Potential distribution along the horizontal GB for a four-grain configuration.
The results of the MPM are obtained from a 1D configuration and extended to
2D by extending a single point to a line along the GB.
calculation of the effective current passing area (the area in which the barrier height is low enough
that the current prefers to pass through there than at other higher barrier height areas). This
inhomogeneity naturally impacts the current-voltage behavior.
Even though this geometry is an ideal case and in real situations usually a triple junction
exists rather than a quadruple one, it can demonstrate the capability of the FEM in dealing with
inhomogeneous GBs. In contrast, the MPM does not represent this simple case physically.
In the future, more realistic multigrain configurations can be simulated using the FEM, such as
honeycomb grain shapes, controlled GB orientation, and various GB junctions.
5.8 Conclusion
The constitutive equations of the FEM cover the coupling of the mechanical and electrostatic
effects. In this way, multiple aspects are included, which are neglected in phenomenological
models to describe potential barriers at ZnO-ZnO interfaces. For example, the inverse piezoelectric
effect of the internal electric field on the barrier height is automatically taken into account. For a
bicrystal, since the electric field always points in the direction of the GB, it increases the amount
of positive charge at the GB, as indicated by Eq. 4.2.20. Therefore, considering the internal
electric field leads to a reduction in the barrier height, which is well demonstrated in Fig. 5.4.
The reason that the results from the FEM and the MPM are different stems from three main
points. Firstly, at T = 300 K, the ionized donor states from FEM results show a trapezoidal shape
rather than a box shape as assumed in the MPM at T = 0 K. Secondly, in the FEM, there are no
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additional assumptions for the potential at the edge of the depletion region. Thirdly, the width of
the GB for the FEM is 1 nm rather than 0 nm assumed by the MPM. For these reasons, the FEM is
physically more meaningful. Crystallographic orientation and external loading for a bicrystal are
also investigated in this work. The FEM results show a significant difference in the variation of
the barrier height with mechanical stress in comparison to traditional phenomenological models.
This difference can be explained by {eC−1}′33, the variation in which, when anisotropy is taken
into account, is not monotonic. Rather than a smooth decrement, the barrier height firstly drops
to a local minimum at θ1 = 60°, before returning to a local maximum at θ1 = 120°. After that,
a sudden drop occurs. After considering the effect of anisotropy in the MPM, a similar result
close to that of the FEM is produced. However, the effect is not extensive in the MPM, which
suggests that when the configuration is complicated, the anisotropy needs to be considered for
the piezoelectric parameters. Though the four-grain simulation is an ideal case, it still indicates
that the spatial resolution of the FEM can resolve nanometer scales, and the barrier height along
the GBs is not homogeneously distributed. This is due to to the high spatial resolution in all
dimensions of the FEM. It is worthy of mention that though the FEM can provide resolution in the
nanometer scale, the charge densities applied in this paper result in average distances between
the charges of several nanometers. Subsequently, in reality, the band energy and charge density
distributions are not continuous. Nevertheless, the continuous illustration in this paper can well
interpret the influence of these physical quantities on the properties of the material, and guide
the physical behavior of the sample.
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6 Piezoelectric varistor finite element model
The response of the GB barrier height to the external loading has been demonstrated in chapter 5.
In this chapter, the model will be further developed to include the effect of bias voltage. In this
way, both the mechanical and electrical properties are considered.
Even though the former FEM barrier height simulations are efficient and provide useful in-
formation such as the charge densities and potential profile, the varistor behaviour under bias
voltage and particularly the I-V curves should also be examined. Especially, what happens exactly
to the band energy and the charge density profile before and after the breakdown can not be
physically illustrated by the MPM or the FE model shown in the last chapter. Therefore, this
chapter is individually opened.
6.1 Theory of the quasi-Fermi energy and its influences on the
flux calculation
For the current-voltage calculation of the bicrystal with one GB, in this chapter, two assumptions
are made for the current-voltage calculations: (1) the charge inside the grain bulk is neutral, which
can be used to calculate the Fermi level; (2) the semiconductor is assumed to be non-degenerate.
Hence Eq.3.4.5 is applied due to a much more straightforward calculation than the Fermi-Dirac
integral. Therefore, considering the Boltzmann statistics and the electric potential, we have:
F1/2
(













It needs to be noted that since the energy for the band energies usually have the unit as eV and
φ has the unit V, q in the equation have the value of -1. In the above equation, the approximation is
very accurate when the semiconductor is nondegenerate. Hence the calculation in the equilibrium
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states for electrons and holes are:
n = ni exp
(




p = ni exp
(




in which ni is intrinsic carrier concentration and Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level. The two equations
are identical to Eq. 3.4.5 and Eq. 3.4.6, since ni:











In the equilibrium state, one can notice from Eq. 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 that the product of electrons
and holes is fixed to n2i . However, in the non-equilibrium state, the balance is broken since
the density of the minority carriers are changed. Consequently, the product is not equal to n2i
anymore. Hence, we define quasi-Fermi energies for electrons Efn, for holes Efp so the calculation
of electrons and holes can be determined:
n = NC exp
(




p = NV exp




Then, the off-balance charge densities are determined by EFn − EFp.
Many aspects can influence the electric current: drift by the electric field, diffusion, thermionic
drift, recombination, and tunneling. In this work, the drift caused by the electric field, diffusion
caused by the carrier concentration gradient and recombination are considered. Traditionally
the flux is arisen by drift and diffusion as demonstrated by Eq. 6.1.7. However, it can also be
converted to the function of quasi-Fermi energy:
Jn = qμnnE + μnkT∇n (6.1.7)
= qμnn(−∇φ) + μnkTn (∇EFn + q∇φ) /(kT ) (6.1.8)
= μnn∇EFn, (6.1.9)
where Jn is electron flux (A/m2) and μn is drift mobility (m2/V · s). Therefore, the drift and
diffusion have been merged into one term, and the flux is controlled by the density of electrons
and gradient of EFn.
In the FE calculation in this chapter, the potential φ, the three displacements u1, u2, u3 and
the quasi-Fermi energies EFn and EFp are chosen as degrees of freedom. The reason that the
quasi-Fermi energy is chosen rather than charge density n and p is obvious: n and p are needed to
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be determined by the electric potential, once they are independent of φ, the coupling is broken.
In the FEM framework that considers drift and diffusion, the quasi-Fermi energies rather than
Fermi energy need be considered. Therefore, in the calculations for charge density carriers,
including electrons, holes, ionized donors, ionized acceptors and trap charges, the Fermi energy
needs to be replaced with the quasi-Fermi energy.
The ionization fraction for acceptors and donors is regarded,
ta(φ) =
1






















Since generation and recombination always create or annihilate electron-hole pairs, the rates
for them are the same and are expressed by the Shockley-Read-Hall formula [70]:
Unp = Un = Up =
pn− n2i
τp (n+ nt) + τn (p+ pt)
(6.1.13)
where Un and Up are the generation and recombination rate for electrons and holes respectively.
Moreover, τn and τp are the electron and hole lifetimes and nt and pt are the trap densities existing
in the band gap, as shown in Fig. 3.2. In this work, nt and pt are assumed to be the same as
intrinsic carrier concentration ni. It needs to be noticed that Eq. 6.1.13 has the assumption that
the recombination center lies at the middle of the bandgap, which can produce the highest rate
than at other energy levels.
Similar to the flux of electrons, the flux of holes can be expressed as:
Jp = μpp∇EFp, (6.1.14)
where Jp is the hole flux (A/m2), and μp is drift mobility for holes (m2/V · s).
In this work, we denote the time derivative of electrons and holes as ṅ and ṗ. The relation
between flux and the charge changing rate is given as: ṗ = − 1
q
∇ · Jp.
In fact, the flux flowing out of a specific volume equals the change of the charge densities inside
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GB
Figure 6.1: The bicrystal that is simulated in this chapter. The yellow and green parts
represent left and right crystals. The actual boundary in the simulation is not
at the real end of grain, but rather within a grain.
a volume: ∫
S








where the negative sign indicates the reduction of the charge rate.






∇· JpdV , we have
∫
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the flux and charge changing rate is expressed as:
ṗ = −1
q
∇ · Jp (6.1.16)




∇ · Jn (6.1.17)
in which there is no negative sign because the accumulation of the electrons at a position implies
a positive out-coming flux.













∇ · Jp − Unp = 0 (6.1.19)
in which only the steady-state (ṅ = ṗ = 0) is considered. On the one hand, in this work, it is
more focused on the equilibrium state; on the other hand with this approach the time derivative
of potential can be neglected, which will be addressed in the numerical part later.
In this chapter, the simulation still concentrates on the bicrystal, which represents one important
feature of a polycrystalline. The conclusion drawn from the simulations is applicable to polycrys-
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talline to a certain extent. Therefore, the bicrystal is regarded as cut out from a polycrystalline,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.1. In this figure, the yellow and green parts represent left and right
grains, respectively. The two vertical lines on the left and right-hand sides are the actual geometry
boundary in the simulation. The dash lines are the cut-out part of the grains. As indicated by Fig.
6.1, the left and right boundaries are cut-off in the middle but not the actual ends of these two
grains. Since in the middle of the grain, the physical quantities like potential and quasi-Fermi
energy are steady. Therefore, it is easy to set as BCs.









φ|left = 0, (6.1.20c)
φ|right = Va, (6.1.20d)
EFn|left = EFp|left = Ef0, (6.1.20e)
EFn|right = EFp|right = Ef0 − qVa. (6.1.20f)
Thereby, σ0 is the applied external stress, Va is the applied voltage on a bicrystal and Ef0 is the
Fermi level which calculated from charge neutrality rule inside the bulk. In order to maintain the
charge neutrality inside the grain, on the left side, both the quasi-Fermi energies for electrons and
holes are held the same as Ef0. Whereas on the right hand side since the EC and EV are altered
by the external electric loading, the EFn and EFp need to be changed accordingly in order to meet
the charge neutrality requirement on the right hand side.
6.2 Numerical implementation
The governing equations describing the force balance and electrostatics are Eq. 5.1.1 and 5.1.2;
the drift and diffusion quantities are depicted by Eq. 6.1.18 and 6.1.19. Since in this work we







σ · δu · nlds−
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Jp · ∇δEfpdv = 0,
(6.2.1)
in which nl is normal vector, ∇ represents taking gradient and bold symbol stands for tensor.
It should be noted that in the FEM calculation the displacements in three directions u, potential
φ, electron and hole quasi Fermi energy Efn and Efp are the degrees of freedom, which are not
explicitly expressed and hidden in stress σ, electric displacement D, free charge densities ρf ,
recombination rate Unp, flux of electrons and holes Jn and Jp.
The weak form can be explained by the virtual work principle. For example, the left part of
the first equation Eq. 6.2.1 stands for the virtual work done on the boundary, and the right part
corresponds to the virtual work done by the body.
In the former chapter, it has been demonstrated the importance of anisotropy. Hence we take
advantage of FEM that it can be easily applied in 3D and continue to develop the drift and diffusion
part in 3D.
Both the investigated geometry and the studied quantities are discretized. Specifically, the
geometry is decomposed into the combination of 20-node quadratic elements; the quantities are
discretized onto the nodes of the elements. Hence, each element has 20 nodes, and each node
has 6 degrees of freedom,









where the quantities with superscript I denote the corresponding nodal values of the node I and
the underlined bold symbol represents a matrix.
The values of the DOFs for points inside one element are interpolated by the shape functions N I ,














































where the second-order shape functions are implemented to increase the convergence.
The second-order tensor stress and strain are symmetric by introducing the Voigt notation. The
following expressions are denoted by the matrix form where the strain, stress, electric field and














D = εsE + P + P s,
(6.2.4)










































































Table 6.1: Normalization factors of some main physical quantities
Normalized physical quantities Scaling factorsName Value




Potential Thermal voltage Vth = kBTq
Carrier concentration Doping concentration N = Nd
Pressure P = qVthN
Electric displacement and piezoelectric constants DE = qLN
(6.2.8)
where the e is piezoelectric matrix taking the Voigt notation from piezoelectric tensor.
The stiffness matrix can be expressed by the positive partial differential of the residuals with





















































As mentioned before, the quantities in the residuals, for instance, Unp and Jn are in the end
the functions of degrees of freedoms. Hence the derivative of them with respect to degrees of
freedoms can be calculated by chain rules.
The model is implemented in the finite element environment MOOSE [92]. Note that it is a
convention that the stiffness matrix is defined as a positive partial differential.
In the simulation, to increase the convergence of the computation, normalization is implemented.
The factors are shown in Table 6.1. The full relation of the normalized quantities is demonstrated
in Appendix 9.3.
6.3 Results and discussion
For the drift and diffusion calculation, the parameters listed in Table 5.1 for the barrier height
calculation are taken over for the simulations here. The rest parameters that are involved in the
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diffusion model are shown in Table 6.2:


















Figure 6.2: The variation of electron flux with voltage and external loading.
The FEM results show that the ZnO bicrystal has a typical varistor behaviour, as demonstrated
in Fig. 6.2. As the bias voltage increases, the electron flux is constrained until a specific voltage.
When the bias voltage increases further, the flux escalates intensely and the breakdown happens.
In the simulation, several external stress states are implemented, varying from 0 MPa to -250
MPa. The lines in Fig. 6.2 indicate that when the loading increases, the breakdown occurs at a
lower voltage. It also illustrates that when applying the same external voltage, the larger external
loading resulting in a higher flux output. Moreover, after the breakdown, the higher mechanical
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(a) Flux comparison FE vs MPM (f=0.128). (b) Flux comparison FE vs PM (f=0).
Figure 6.3: Comparison of FE with two phenomenological models PM and MPM. All the
three models give the varistor behaviour of ZnO. The MPM produces a much
closer flux prediction comparing to PM, especially at low stress regions.
loading produces a steeper slope, which implies the bicrystal is more sensitive to the applied
voltage.
On the other hand, the hole flux Jp is zero in the simulation for all cases. Since EFp is far apart
from EV , the hole density is extremely low and can be neglected. Hence, the hole flux is not
plotted and is not considered in this work.
The flux calculation from FE, PM and MPM are compared and shown in Fig. 6.3. The three
stress states are compared, and the trend agrees with each other. It is obvious that compared to the
PM results, the results from MPM agrees much better with FEM, especially at low-stress levels. At
high stress levels, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, the maximum of Jn for MPM is AT 2 = 2.7× 106.
Whereas the FEM reaches its maximum at around 103, which is demonstrated by FE @ -250 MPa.
In the head-to-head depending configuration, it has been demonstrated in Fig. 5.4 that with
no bias voltages, the barrier height decreases with the increasing of the external stress. This
effect has been proven again in Fig. 6.4. Moreover, it is shown in Fig. 6.4 that increasing the
applied voltage tends to decrease the barrier height. In the low applied mechanical stress level, for
instance, 0 MPa, -25 MPa, and -50 MPa, there are still plateaus when applying voltage, while the
plateau vanishes for the stress larger than -125 MPa. The reason is that at 0 voltage, for the large
stresses, e.g. -125 MPa, the barrier height is low so that the trap DOS is already fully occupied,
as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4 with black solid line. It can be observed from Eq. 4.2.22 that when
external loading is fixed, the barrier height depends only on external voltage V . Consequently,
the barrier height is quadratic polynomial depending on the voltage.
It can be noticed from Eq. 4.2.22 that the MPM (and the PM) do not provide a negative barrier
height. However, in the FE simulation, it can be observed that the barrier height can be negative
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Figure 6.4: Barrier height variation with external voltage. Several external voltages are
implemented.
when the external voltage and stress are high enough, which will be addressed later in this
chapter.
Figure 6.5: Band structure @ 0 MPa and 0 V
Fig. 6.5 illustrates the band structure for zero external stress and voltage. The difference
between Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 5.1 is that the two quasi-Fermi energies do not equal in the depletion
region, although they are set to be equal at the boundary. In Fig. 6.5, the Efp is lifted up in the
depletion region. Therefore, there are more trap densities in the GB than in Fig. 5.1, producing a
higher barrier height (1.10 eV in Fig. 5.1 VS 1.13 eV in Fig. 6.5). In fact, by taking quasi-Fermi
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energies into account, the barrier height is higher than that of the case where a single Fermi
energy is considered. Nevertheless, the difference is not that prominent.
Figure 6.6: Band structure @ 0 MPa and 0.5 V
The band structure of the bicrystal with no external stress and 0.5 V bias voltage is shown in
Fig. 6.6. Since 0.5 V is applied, based on Eq. 6.1.20, the boundary conditions for potential and
quasi-Fermi energies are adjusted accordingly. Hence, on the right-hand side EV , EC , Efn, and Efp
are turned down for 0.5 eV. The calculation result shows Efn is shifted with a step near around
the GB while Efp lowers down when it meets EC .
The arrangement of the quasi-Fermi energies in the depletion region is formed by two steps.
At the first step, hot electrons and subsequent holes are generated. Hence, as Fig. 6.7 (a)
illustrates, the quasi-Fermi energy for holes Efp shifts down close to the conduction band for a
higher concentration of holes, whereas the quasi-Fermi energy for electrons Efn only shifts upward
Imperceptibly, since the generated electrons are significantly less compared to the state before
the bicrystal is biased. At the second step, as Fig. 6.7 (b) shows, the generated holes then diffuse
back to the GB, reducing the negative charges. Consequently, the barrier height is reduced. The
reducing of the holes lifts the Efp up.
The negative barrier heights in Fig. 6.4 are allowed in FEM showing in Fig. 6.8. When the
bias voltage is high enough, the band energies could be bent and the barrier height could be
lower than the 0 eV reference point on the left end. According to Eq. 4.2.10, Eq. 4.2.22 and
the assumption Φ(−∞) = Φ (−xl) = 0 and Φ(∞) = Φ (xr) = −V , the MPM (or PM) on the other
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: The shift of quasi-Fermi energy during hole diffusing to GB. (a )Generation of
electron and hole pairs; (b) holes diffuse to the GB, leading to the decrease of
the barrier height.
Figure 6.8: Band structure for a 200 MPa external stress and 2.5 V bias voltage
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(a) EC distribution in space at zero stress. The
voltage increases from 0.00 V to 2.00 V with
an 0.25 V interval;
(b) EC distribution along z-axis at 200 MPa com-
pressive stress. The negative barrier heights
are observed;
Figure 6.9: EC distribution at 0 and 200 MPa
hand, has a flat Ec band outside the depletion region and the barrier height can only be positive,
which is not the real case when the external electric field is high enough (will be demonstrated
later). As it can also be observed from Fig. 6.8, the Efn also has the gradient along the z-axis,
which is exactly the driving force of the motion of the electrons. These differences of the FEM and
MPM naturally have influences on the flux calculation results.
Fig. 6.9a illustrates the distribution of conduction band EC with no external stress loading.
By increasing the voltage, the barrier height decreases, and the EC of the right grain lowers
an amount of the applying bias voltage. However, the band is almost flat outside the depletion
region, which indicates the electrons do not have the potential gradient to move across the grain.
Therefore there is no driving force inside the grain, hence no electron flux.
The density distributions of electrons, holes, ionized donors and ionized acceptors with a
variation of external stresses and bias voltages are illustrated in Fig. 6.10. As shown in Fig. 6.10a,
since the band structure and quasi-Fermi energies are very close to the result of the previous
FEM model, the charge distributions are very similar to Fig. 5.8; when applying an electric field,
i.e. increasing the potential on the right end, the electrons are driven to right side whereas the
ionized donors are pushed to the left which is shown in Fig. 6.10b; the intensify of the mechanical
loading leads to lower barrier height, hence the depletion region is shrunk, showing in Fig. 6.10c;
at high mechanical and electric loadings, the electron distribution in the depletion region shows
gradient, which also contributes to the flux.
The distribution of EC with 200 MPa compressive loading is shown in Fig. 6.9b. Since it is a
head-to-head configuration, the barrier height is lowered compared to the case with mechanical
loading. When the bias voltage increases to 1.25 V, the band is still flat. Therefore there is no
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(a) 0 V @ 0 MPa (b) 200 V @ 0 MPa
(c) 0 V @ 250 MPa (d) 200 V @ 250 MPa
Figure 6.10: Densities of electrons, holes, ionized donors, and ionized acceptors with the
variation of external stresses and bias voltages. (a) Since the band structure
and quasi-Fermi energies are very close to the result of the previous FEM
model, the charge distributions are very close comparing to Fig. 5.8; (b) the
electrons are driven to the right side which has a higher potential whereas
the ionized donors are pushed to the left; (c) the barrier height is lowered by
the mechanical loading, hence the depletion region is shrunk; (d) similar to
case (b), the electrons and ionized donors are pushed to the opposite direc-
tions, the gradient of the electron distribution in the depletion region also
contributes to the flux.
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electron flux from 0 V to 1.25 V bias voltage, which is demonstrated in Fig. 6.2. Increasing the
bias voltage further, the conduction band starts to bend, which suggests that there is electron flux
flow through the grains. Fig. 6.9b also shows that with a higher bias voltage, EC is bent more,
implying that the higher bias voltage leads to higher electron flux.
Fig. 6.9a and Fig. 6.9b imply that both applying voltage and stress can lower the barrier height.
However, to let the electron flux flow through, the barrier height needs to be lowered close to zero.
Fig. 6.11 suggests that with 2 V applying, the breakdown happens when the external loading
reaches 150 MPa.
Figure 6.11: EC distribution with different external loadings at 2 V bias voltage.
A bias voltage of 2 V with different stress states is demonstrated in Fig. 6.11. It shows the
ability of the bicrystal using as a field-effect transistor. When external loading is 125 MPa or lower,
the device is switched off, while the stress above that value can let the current through. Note that
the electron can cross the barrier height when it is very low.
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Figure 6.12: Barrier height variation with respect to bias voltage and stress. The barrier
height has a plateau when the bias voltage and stresses are low. It can be
noticed that when the stress is above 50 MPa or the voltage is larger than 1.0
V, the sudden drop of the barrier height already begins.
A bias voltage, stress and barrier height contour plot is shown in Fig. 6.12. The barrier height
has a plateau when both the bias voltage and stresses are low. It can be noticed that when the
stress is above 50 MPa or the voltage is more extensive than 1.0 V, the sudden drop of the barrier
height already begins. Comparing to the MPM shown in Fig. 4.9, the plateau region from FEM is
significantly smaller, and the barrier height can reach down to the negative barrier height.
The contour plot of flux is plotted in Fig. 6.13a, which shows the higher the stress, the lower is
the breakdown voltage. The figure also shows at low stresses the breakdown will not happen at
the bias voltage scale which we calculated. This indicates that if the device needs to be operated
at low voltage scales, the initial barrier height needs to be lowered, which means the defect DOS
needs to be reduced.
In order to compare the trends of the data with different magnitudes, the ΦB and Jn are
normalized and plotted in Fig. 6.13b. The breakdown of the flux is marked with a green plane.
The cross-section of green and purple surfaces reveals the value of the barrier height that the
breakdown happens. This normalized value 0.4 refers to the actual barrier height 0.1202 eV,
which demonstrates again the breakdown happens when the barrier height is near zero.
The contour plot of trap charge density QI is shown in Fig. 6.14a. The relation between QI
and barrier height ΦB is presented in Fig. 6.14b. A clear plateau of QI is established after the
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(a) The variation of electron flux Jn with respect
to stress and bias voltage. The breakdown
happens when the stress is more extensive
than 100 MPa, or the voltage is large than 1.5
V. Comparing to Fig. 6.12, the plateau is much
larger, which suggests the start of the sud-
den drop of barrier height does not indicate
the start of breakdown.
(b) The normalized plot for barrier height and
electron flux density. The vertical plane
demonstrates the start of breakdown. Nor-
malized point 0.4 on the z-axis refers to the
barrier height 0.1202 eV
Figure 6.13: Contour plot of flux Jn and its comparison with barrier height ΦB .
sudden drop of barrier height.
6.4 Conclusion
Instead of using the flux equations, which divide the flux into drift and diffusion parts and which
require the employment of charge density as the degrees of freedom, we introduced the quasi-
Fermi energies into the system to calculate the I-V curve. It brings much more convenience, and
the densities of charges can be calculated from a more physical foundation. Since ZnO is naturally
an n-type semiconductor, the hole flux Jp is miniature which can be neglected. The electron flux
Jn reveals a clear varistor behaviour; in other words, after the breakdown, the flux increases
dramatically. With the head-to-head configuration, increasing the external loading decreases the
barrier height, and hence also decreases the breakdown point. The comparison among FEM, MPM
and PM demonstrated again that consideration of the internal electric field is necessary and has
a vast influence in calculating the flux. Unlike the MPM, in FEM, the barrier height can reach
below 0 eV, and the flux breakdown is not relevant to the sudden drop of the barrier height. On
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(a) Trap charge variation concerning stress and
bias voltage. The plateau region denotes a
higher trap charge which is associated to the
lower barrier height. The lower trap charge
regions indicate higher barrier height. The
amount of trap charges corresponds to the
barrier height which is shown in Fig. 5.7.
(b) The normalized plot for barrier height and
trap charge density. The vertical plane
demonstrates the start of breakdown.
Figure 6.14: Contour plot trap charge density QI and its comparison with barrier height
ΦB .
the other hand, breakdown of the flux is controlled by the gradient of the band structure and
happens always accompanied by a minimal barrier height.
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7 Parameter study via neural networks
Even though the physical FE simulations provide insightful knowledge, the computation capacity
is limited, and the investigated parameter regions are restricted. Moreover, the numerical results
can be made more accessible via surrogate models for a broad community. As shown in Chapter
6 in FEM we applied the external voltage from 0 V to 2.5 V with an interval of 0.01 V, and the
external loading varies from 0 MPa to -250 MPa, with an increment of 25 MPa. Hence, there are
more than 2500 datasets (including the input and output data) as labelled examples which is
enough for the accuracy of predicting the unlabelled examples. Comparing to a standard fitting
procedure, the neural network is able to output the errors of the predictions which evaluate the
accuracy of the model. Moreover, with the massive tools from neural networks, it is much easier
to evaluate the data quality. Thus one can have a better grasp of how confident is the prediction.
7.1 Theory
Machine learning becomes a hot topic not only in computer science, but also in other fields for
instance: economics [95], finance [96], robotics [97], and material science [98, 99]. Machine
learning requires a large amount of input dataset, which can be well obtained from the simulation
results using the physical models. Therefore, in this work, we implement a neural network to
predict unknown dataset by using the results from the FEM. In this part, machine learning and its
terminologies are briefly introduced to let the reader from material science quickly capture the
basic ideas. [100]
Labels are the values which need to predict. In this thesis these values are for instance, "ΦB",
"Jn", "n" and "p" are the labels; features are the input variables, which in our case are external
applying stress and electric loading; examples are the instance of data which have two categories:
labelled examples and unlabelled examples. The labelled examples contain both labels and the
corresponding features and are normally used to train the model. The unlabelled examples contain
only features, and we use the trained models to predict the labels; models build the relationship
between features and labels. In our case, for example, a model is to build the neural network for
external mechanical and electrical loading with barrier height or the flux of electrons; training a










Figure 7.1: Work flow of the neural networks
and labels; the mean square error (MSE) is often referred to as loss, depicts the square of the
difference between predictions (y) and observations (ŷ):
MSE =
∑n
i=1 (yi − ŷi)2
n
(7.1.1)
The MSE has an outstanding property that the predictions far away from the true values are
penalized much more than the less deviated predictions.
The mean absolute error (MAE) is a measure of the absolute difference between predictions
(y) and observations (ŷ):
MAE =
∑n
i=1 |yi − ŷi|
n
(7.1.2)
Since the MAE has no penalty for the far away predictions, it reviews a more intuitive impression
of how large the predictions deviate from the true values.
We use supervised machine learning, which means the input dataset contains both labels and
features, while the unsupervised learning only contains labels. The former is usually used in
regression, while the latter is employed regularly in classification.
In order to have proper training, the dataset is necessarily divided into three parts: the training
set, the test set, and the validation set, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1. The training process is like
followings: the training set is used to train the data; the model is then evaluated using validation
set; during the validation, the training process is adjusted by for instance tuning the learning rate
or remove some labels; the best-validated model is then evaluated by the test set.
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Figure 7.2: The MSE comparison for different numbers of hidden layers and neurons.
7.2 Model description
The training implements the famous open-source neural-network library Keras on top of Tensorflow.
The Keras and the Tensorflow version versions are 2.24 and 1.14, respectively. The activation
function is ReLU (rectified linear unit), which has a definition of f(x) = max(0, x). The optimizer
is RMSprop, and the learning rate is adjusted to 0.00001 due to the high non-linearity of electron
flux density and trap charge density. In the simulation, one batch contains 10 examples from the
training set, and the model uses one batch instead of all the training set to provide a much faster
convergence and at the same time keep the accuracy.
The model automatically stops if the validation mean square error does not improve for 10
epochs.
Several models are built with different numbers of hidden layers and neurons. The convergence
of the MSE is tested for these models, as shown in Fig. 7.2. In this work, we tested layers and
neurons: 32|32, 32|32|32, 32|64|32 and 32|64|64|32, in which the numbers represent the
number of neurons in one layer, for instance, 32|64|32 has the first, second and third layers of 32,
64 and 32 neurons. As suggested by Fig. 7.2, increasing the number of layers or the neurons in
one layer can significantly improve the convergence of MSE. Both the 32|32 and 32|32|32 models
reach the limit of the 2000 epochs which is set as default for each model, while the 32|64|32
and 32|64|64|32 has a stop of around 1600 and 1250 epochs, since the MSE triggers an early
stop function. The 32|64|64|32 hidden layer structure shows a much quicker convergence than
the other structures. As a consequence, the 32|64|64|32 hidden layer structure is selected for
the model.
Since the electron flux density varies in a large range and trap charges have large magnitude,
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normalization for the quantities is necessary to obtain a better convergence. In our training
process, the normalization is applied to all samples. Assuming the variable X has mean value X̄






If one hasm attributes in the dataset, pairplot can createm×m subplots to produce the relationship
between each attribute. The Fig. 7.3 is the pairplot which is constructed by 36 subfigures. The
main diagram subplots are the histograms for each variable. These plots are used to give a quick
inspection of the relation of the variables. In this work, since at particular external applied stress
and voltage levels, the FEM model has a bad convergence, there are a few data points are missing.
From the stress-stress plot, one can directly see that the data from σ0 = −100 MPa are less than
the other. From the stress-voltage (x-y) plot it is much clear that at σ0 = −100 MPa the data miss
from the voltage 0.5 V to 2 V. At σ0 = −75 MPa and σ0 = −150 MPa the data also miss at some
certain voltages. The Jp-Jp plot demonstrates that the hole flux is extremely small; hence, it can
be neglected in the flux contribution.
Some interesting relations are demonstrated in the pairplot: (1) the Jn-QI plot illustrates that
when electron flux starts to increase to a significant value, the trap densities are fully occupied,
which indicates that the barrier height is low, as shown by the Barrier height-QI plot; (2) The
Stress-QI demonstrates again that when compressive stress increases, the amount of the trap
charges increase along with; (3) Voltage-Barrier height plot describes that increasing the voltage
the barrier height tends to decrease; (4) corresponding to the last term, Voltage-QI describes
that increasing the voltage results in an increase of the trap charge; (5) the barrier height-Jn plot
indicates directly that a lower barrier height facilitates the electron flux.
The stresses applied in the FEM are from -250 MPa to 0 MPa, which have an interval of 25
MPa and the implemented voltages are ranging from 0 V to 2.5 V with an interval of 0.01 V.
Therefore, the number of the total datasets should be 2761. Due to the lousy convergence at some
implemented conditions, we have valid 2468 datasets. The valid datasets are divided that the
80% are the training set, and the rest are the test set, where the training set is the data that is
used to train the model and test set are used to test if the model can predict well.
As Fig. 7.4 illustrates, the model has been trained until the automatic stopping function finds
that there is no improvement in the validation MSE (also is frequently referred to as "validation
loss"). In this process, 1500 epochs are set to be trained, while the model automatically stops
at 1000 epochs. The train MSE (’loss’) reduces dramatically in the first 200 epochs and saturate
after 400 epochs. At 800 epoch, both training and validation errors are small. The small errors
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Figure 7.3: Pair plot of the quantities in machine learning. The diagonal plots which has
the same x and y axes has the actual meaning that the y axis is counts.
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Figure 7.4: The MAE and MSE for both training and validation. The MSE and MAE cross
each other at around 400 epochs, indicating that the predictions are tuned
much closer to the true values.
demonstrate that the model has been trained well based on the training set, and the validation
set confirms it.
Similar to MSE, the MAE drops abruptly at the beginning and has a mild decrease after around
200 epochs. One can notice from the comparison of MSE and MAE that in the early epochs, the
MSE is much higher than MAE, while after 400 epochs, it is lower than MAE. This switch indicates
that at the beginning of the epochs, the predictions far away from true values are tuned heavily.
After 400 epochs, the predictions are much closer to the true values.
The test dataset is as the training set. Both contain inputs and true values of outputs. We use
the external electric and mechanical loading from the 494 test dataset as input for the trained
model. The predicted barrier height is calculated and compared with the barrier height from the
test dataset (true values). The scattered points are created that x values and the y values are the
true and predicted barrier heights, respectively, describing in Fig. 7.5. The scattered points lie
around the line y = x, indicating that the model can well predict the barrier height. We calculate
the prediction error by:
prediction error = prediction− true value (7.3.1)
The histogram is plotted for the barrier height relative error, as shown in Fig 7.6 and shows nearly
a Gaussian distribution, which is as expected since the error obeys Central Limit Theorem.
The small electron flux comparison for the predictive and true values is illustrated in Fig. 7.7a.
It shows that with some external mechanical and electrical loadings, the sample tends to have
zero electron flux due to the varistor effect. However, it can be observed that the true value of
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Figure 7.5: Using the test dataset to verify if the model can predict the barrier height well.
With the same external electrical and mechanical loadings, the prediction and
true values are almost the same, resulting in that the scatter points lying on
the line y = x.
Figure 7.6: The histogram of the barrier height prediction error distribution.
zero is not well predicted. The reason for the worse prediction is assumed that the electron flux
spans a too large range from -1100 A/cm2 to 0 A/cm2 and its high nonlinearity.
However, on a larger scale, the electron flux predictions and the true values match each other
very well, indicating that the model has good performance when the electron flux is large, as
shown in Fig. 7.7b.
The histogram of the electron flux prediction error demonstrates a Gaussian distribution as
shown in Fig. 7.8. The model has the prediction error within 12, indicating on the large scale, the
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(a) Prediction and true value comparison for
small electron flux.
(b) Prediction and true value comparison for
whole scale electron flux.
Figure 7.7: Accuracy of the electron flux prediction.
Figure 7.8: The histogram of the electron flux prediction error distribution.
model performs quite well.
Fig. 7.9 shows the prediction and true value comparison for trap charge. Unlike the electron
flux density, although trap charge has large value, the numbers are in the same magnitude.
The histogram of the error of the trap charge prediction is shown in Fig. 7.10. Still, the errors
have an Gaussian distribution. Fig. 7.10 illustrates that the prediction errors are among 1× 1023,
which is within 1% of the magnitude of trap charges (1× 1025).
A comparison of the model performance on trap charges with different numbers of hidden layers
and neurons is made in Fig. 7.11. Since the MSE for 32|32 does not reach zero, the predictions do
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Figure 7.9: Prediction and true value comparison for trap charge densities.
Figure 7.10: The histogram of the trap charge prediction error distribution.
not match true values precisely. The comparison of Fig. 7.11 (a) and (b) suggests that with the
same epochs, increasing layers can increase the accuracy. Fig. 7.11 (b) and (c) demonstrate that
increasing the neurons can improve accuracy. Fig. (c) and (d) exhibit that even the MSE of both
32|64|32 and 32|64|64|32 reduces to an early stop, the model with layer structure 32|64|64|32 is
more accurate than 32|64|32, especially at large trap charge values. In fact, the MSE of 32|64|64|32
and 32|64|32 could be reduced to the lowest value of 0.00042003 and 0.000672407 respectively,
suggesting that the number of layers and neurons is critical for the precision of the models.
The python code which builds the neural network model can be found in Appendix 9.4
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(a) 32|32 (b) 32|32|32
(c) 32|64|32 (d) 32|64|64|32
Figure 7.11: Comparison of the accuracy of the trap charge predictions from different mod-
els
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8 Concluding remarks and outlook
One achievement in this work is to consider the internal electric field in the phenomenological
model. This field brings two effects; one is that it alters the piezoelectric charge at GB; the other is
that it creates space piezoelectric charge in the depletion region. Due to the large electric field at
the GB and its high gradient in the depletion region, the internal field reduces the barrier height
depending on the dimensionless coefficient of f . If f = 0, the MPM can reduce to PM. In this
work, according to the parameters given in Table 5.1, the barrier height is reduced for 12.8% for
ZnO. The consequences of this effect also include that: firstly, the barrier height becomes less
sensitive to mechanical stress and applied voltage; secondly, the breakdown happens at lower
stress (head-to-head configuration) and bias voltage state.
The PM is widely used to fit the experimental data of barrier heights to estimate parameters on
grain boundary charge densities. If the MPM is applied to fit the same experimental data, the
determined grain boundary trap charge densities are expected to be higher than those determined
by the PM.
The second model developed in this work is FEM, which automatically takes the inverse
piezoelectric effect of the internal electric field on the barrier height into account. The results of
FEM and PM do not match exactly with each other. The reasons stem from three main points.
Firstly, at T = 300 K, the ionized donor states from FEM results show a trapezoidal shape rather
than a box shape as assumed in the MPM at T = 0 K. Secondly, in the FEM, there are no additional
assumptions for the potential at the edge of the depletion region. Thirdly, the width of the GB
for the FEM is 1 nm rather than 0 nm assumed by the MPM. For these reasons, the FEM is
physically more meaningful. The FEM demonstrates that when considering not perfect z-axis
aligned bicrystal, the full rotation of the parameter tensors needs to be considered. The corrections
for the MPM concerning such crystal rotation is proposed.
The FEM built in this work uses quasi-Fermi energy rather than charge densities as degrees of
freedom, which is more convenient for the calculation and physically more fundamental. The
flux comparison of MPM, PM and FEM demonstrates that considering the internal electric field
for the phenomenological model is necessary and has a considerable influence in calculating the
flux. Unlike the MPM, in FEM, the barrier height can reach below 0 eV, and the flux breakdown
is not relevant to the sudden drop of the barrier height. On the other hand, breakdown of the
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flux is controlled by the gradient of the band structure, and it happens always accompanied by a
minimal barrier height.
For future development, several interesting studies could be continued.
For the FE model, the metal-semiconductor interfaces could be added on both sides of the
bicrystal. In this way, the model for the bicrystal piezotronic FET can be completed. It has to be
noticed that the single Schottky barrier is mainly aroused from the difference from the Fermi levels
between metal and semiconductors. From this model, one can study between the double and
single Schottky barriers, which one at which external electrical and mechanical loading dominants
the charge carrier transportation. This model can thus guide the selection of the contact model to
optimize the ON/OFF ratio.
Another research possibility is to extend the FE calculation to multigrain. It can validate if the
current prefer some low resistance channels. This study needs large computational resources,
and the DOS at the GBs needs to be carefully selected.
The reverse flexoelectric effect can also be considered. It is aroused by the high gradient of the
electric field in the depletion region. Though according to the research done by Zhang et al.[101],
this effect might have very little influence comparing to the piezoelectric effect.
Temperature study is also an interesting topic since the temperature can increase when the
current goes through the devices. Though the phenomenological model done by Baraki [20]
suggested that the sensitivity of the resistivity to the external stress is decreased by increasing the
temperature. It is still worth to explore the band energy profile with the FE method.
Further studies can even be extended to optoelectronics by adjusting the generation rate at the
GB. In this way, new applications can be open for this FE model.
Lastly, the inverse piezoelectric effect can have a general impact on the III-V or II-VI semicon-
ductor junction devices, e.g. the thin GaN films, AlGaN/AlN/GaN diodes, since they are also
piezoelectric materials. Therefore, more investigations could be made on those junction devices.
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9 Appendix
9.1 DERIVATION OF THE ROTATION MATRIX FOR
POLARIZATION
A Voigt notation is a way to reduce the order of a symmetric tensors. For instance the subscript of
the second order tensor σij is denoted as
11 → 1 22 → 2 33 → 3 23 → 4 31 → 5 12 → 6 (9.1.1)
where i and j varies between 1 and 3. Therefore, following the Voigt notation, the stress matrix
can be expressed as σ0 = [σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6]T.
Consider the matrix form of Eq. 4.2.5:
Pd = eC
−1σ0 + eC−1eTE (9.1.2)
Using the traditional rotation matrix Q, the rotated polarization P′d is,
P′d = QPd = QeC
−1σ0 +QeC−1eTE (9.1.3)
We denote the rotated σ0 and E as σ′0 and E′, then,
σ′0 = Aσ0 (9.1.4)
E′ = QE (9.1.5)
where A is the rotation matrix specifically for the Voigt noted second order tensor (e.g. σij).
Therefore, Eq. 9.1.3 is rewritten as:
M (9.1.6)
If one need to compute P′d with full anisotropy with σ′0 and E′, the matrix QeC−1A−1 and
QeC−1eTQ−1 need to be considered.
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9.2 DERIVATION OF THE ROTATION MATRIX FOR THE VOIGT
STRESS TENSOR
A rotation matrix is a matrix that performs rotation for a quantity in space. In 3D space, it contains






0 cos θx − sin θx






cos θy 0 sin θy
0 1 0






cos θz − sin θz 0




in which the θx, θy and θz are the angles that the quantity rotate along the 3 axes. The superimposed
rotation is then
R = Rx(θx)Ry(θy)Rz(θz). (9.2.4)
If the rotated stress tensor is denoted as σ′mn and the original one as σij, the relationship
between σ′mn and σij is expressed as:
σ′mn = RmiRnjσij, (9.2.5)
where Rmi and Rnj are the rotation matrices for the tensor component i and j. Considering the
Voigt notation from Eq. 9.1.1, the σ′mn becomes σ′p and σij becomes σq. We have now:
σ′p = Apqσq. (9.2.6)
If we fix q=1, then i = 1 and j = 1. The matrix A is Ap1 and Rmi and Rnj becomes Rm1 and Rn1.
The Voigt version of Rm1Rn1 is then exactly the 1st column of Apq, in which the mn → p following
or the order from Eq. 9.1.1. Consequently, the 2nd and 3rd column are composed of Rm2Rn2 and
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Rm3Rn3 respectively.
When q = 4, the i = 2 j = 3 or i = 3 j = 2, then the 4th column of Apq is Rm2Rn3 +
Rm3Rn2. Following the same manner, the 5th and 6th column are consist of Rm1Rn3 + Rm3Rn1
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Displacement x∗ = x
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Stress σ∗ = σ
σ0
(σ0 = qVthN)
Stress σ∗ = C∗ S∗ − eT∗E∗ = C∗ S∗ + eT ∗∇∗φ∗









Strain S∗ = S
Elasticity constant C∗ = C
σ0
Piezoelectric constant e∗ = 1
LqN
e
Potential/Voltage φ∗ = φ
Vth





Electric displacement D∗ = D
D0
(D0 = qLN)
Gauss’s law in a dielectric ∇∗ ·D∗ = L
D0
∇ ·D (D0 = qLN)
Charge density ρ∗ = ρ
qN
Electron density n∗ = n
N
Hole density p∗ = p
N





Time derivative of electrons ṅ∗ = 1
q∗∇∗ · J∗n − U∗np = 0




Electron flux J∗n = μ∗nn∗∇∗E ∗Fn





Time derivative of holes ṗ∗ = 1
q∗∇∗ · J∗p − U∗np = 0
























Electron carrier life time τ ∗n = τnt0
Hole carrier life time τ ∗p =
τp
t0








Electron quasi Fermi energy E ∗Fn = EFnkBT
Hole quasi Fermi energy E ∗Fp =
EFp
kBT
9.4 Python code for neural networks
1 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
2 """





8 from __future__ import absolute_import, division, print_function, unicode_literals
9 import pathlib
10 import numpy as np
11 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
12 import matplotlib
13 import pandas as pd
14 import seaborn as sns
15 import tensorflow as tf
16 from tensorflow import keras
17 from tensorflow.keras import layers
18 from matplotlib.ticker import FormatStrFormatter
19
20 plt.rcParams["font.family"] = "Times New Roman"
21 matplotlib.rcParams.update({'font.size': 15})
22 #------------------color configuration----------------------#
23 # These are the "Tableau 20" colors as RGB.
24 tableau20 = [(31, 119, 180), (174, 199, 232), (255, 127, 14), (255, 187, 120),
25 (44, 160, 44), (152, 223, 138), (214, 39, 40), (255, 152, 150),
26 (148, 103, 189), (197, 176, 213), (140, 86, 75), (196, 156, 148),
27 (227, 119, 194), (247, 182, 210), (127, 127, 127), (199, 199, 199),
28 (188, 189, 34), (219, 219, 141), (23, 190, 207), (158, 218, 229)]
29
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30 # Scale the RGB values to the [0, 1] range, which is the format matplotlib accepts
.
31 for i in range(len(tableau20)):
32 r, g, b = tableau20[i]
33 tableau20[i] = (r / 255., g / 255., b / 255.)
34 #------------------color configuration----------------------#
35 column_names = ['Stress','Voltage','Jn','Jp','Barrier height','Q_I']
36 raw_dataset = pd.read_excel('RawData_Machine.xlsx', names=column_names,sheet_name=
'Sheet1')
37
38 FEM_failed = pd.read_excel('FEM_failed_data.xlsx', names=['Stress','Voltage'],
sheet_name='Sheet1')
39
40 dataset = raw_dataset.copy()
41
42 #print(dataset.tail())
43 train_dataset = dataset.sample(frac=0.8,random_state=1)
44 test_dataset = dataset.drop(train_dataset.index)
45 #----------plot the pair plot------------#
46 plt.figure()







53 #----------plot the pair plot------------#





59 train_stats = train_stats.transpose()
60 train_labels_Jn = train_dataset.pop('Jn')
61 test_labels_Jn = test_dataset.pop('Jn')
62 train_labels_Jp = train_dataset.pop('Jp')
63 test_labels_Jp = test_dataset.pop('Jp')
64 train_labels_PhiB = train_dataset.pop('Barrier height')
65 test_labels_PhiB = test_dataset.pop('Barrier height')
66 train_labels_TrapChar = train_dataset.pop('Q_I')











73 FEM_failed_stats = FEM_failed.describe()








82 return (x - stats['mean']) / stats['std']
83 def anti_norm(x_norm,stats):
84 return (x_norm * stats['std'] + stats['mean'])
85 normed_train_data = norm(train_dataset,train_stats)
86 normed_test_data = norm(test_dataset,train_stats)
87 normed_FEM_failed= norm(FEM_failed,train_stats) # norm norm
88 normed_test_labels = norm(test_labels,train_labels_stats)





94 model = keras.Sequential([



















112 example_batch = normed_train_data[:10]
113 example_result = model.predict(example_batch)
114
115 # Display training progress by printing a single dot for each completed epoch
116 class PrintDot(keras.callbacks.Callback):
117 def on_epoch_end(self, epoch, logs):
118 if epoch % 100 == 0: print('')
119 print('.', end='')
120
121 EPOCHS = 2000
122
123 def plot_history(history):
124 hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)















































171 #-------------load the model--------------#
172 model = keras.models.load_model('32_64_64_32.h5')
173
174 #----------activate the model begin--------------#
175 #model = build_model()
176 ## The patience parameter is the amount of epochs to check for improvement
177 ## train the model
178 #early_stop = keras.callbacks.EarlyStopping(monitor='val_loss', patience=10)
179 #history = model.fit(normed_train_data,normed_train_labels, epochs=EPOCHS,




183 #hist = pd.DataFrame(history.history)
184 #hist['epoch'] = history.epoch
185 #hist.tail()
186 #----------activate the model end--------------#
187
188 loss, mae, mse = model.evaluate(normed_test_data, normed_test_labels, verbose=0)
189
190 print("Testing set Mean Abs Error: {:5.2f} Barrier height".format(mae))
191
192
193 normed_test_predictions = model.predict(normed_test_data)
194 #.flatten()
195 normed_prediction = model.predict(normed_FEM_failed)
196 #.flatten()
197 normed_test_predictions = pd.DataFrame(normed_test_predictions,index=
normed_test_data.index.values,columns=['Barrier height','Jn','Q_I'])
100








205 ##print (normed_test_labels['Barrier height'])
206 #
207 plt.figure()
208 plt.scatter(test_labels['Barrier height'], test_predictions['Barrier height'],
linewidths=1,edgecolors='black',c=tableau20[0])
209 plt.xlabel('Barrier height true values (eV)')





215 _ = plt.plot([-100, 100], [-100, 100])
216 ax = plt.axes()
217 plt.xlabel(r'Jn true values (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
218 plt.ylabel(r'Jn predictions (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)





224 axes = plt.gca()
225 #axes.set_xlim([-0.05,0.05])
226 error = test_predictions['Barrier height'] - test_labels['Barrier height']
227 plt.hist(error, bins = 25, edgecolor='black', linewidth=1)
228 plt.xlabel("Barrier height prediction error (eV)")










238 ax = plt.axes()
239 plt.xlabel(r'Jn true values (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
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240 plt.ylabel(r'Jn predictions (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
241 ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=15)



















260 ax = plt.axes()






267 plt.xlabel(r'Jn true values (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
268 plt.ylabel(r'Jn predictions (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
269 ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=15)
270 plt.ticklabel_format(style='sci', scilimits=(0,00))








278 axes = plt.gca()
279 #plt.xlim([-100,100])
280 #axes.set_xlim([-0.05,0.05])
281 error = test_predictions['Jn'] - test_labels['Jn']
282 plt.hist(error, bins = 25, edgecolor='black', linewidth=1)
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283 plt.xlabel(r"Jn prediction error (A/cm$^2$)")







290 plt.xlabel(r'$Q_I$ true values (1/m$^3$)',fontsize=15)
291 plt.ylabel(r'$Q_I$ predictions (1/m$^3$)',fontsize=15)
292 plt.axis('equal')
293 plt.axis('square')
294 ax = plt.axes()




299 #_ = plt.plot([-100, 100], [-100, 100])











311 error = test_predictions['Q_I'] - test_labels['Q_I']
312 plt.hist(error, bins = 25, edgecolor='black', linewidth=1)
313 plt.xlabel(r"$Q_I$ prediction error (1/m$^3$)")
314 plt.ylabel("Count")
315 ax = plt.axes()
316 plt.xlabel(r'Jn true values (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
317 plt.ylabel(r'Jn predictions (A/cm$^2$)',fontsize=15)
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